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THE TAXATION QUESTION.

BY JUDGE A. N. WATERMAN.

IN political economy the problem of taxation remains always the

predominant issue of the day. It is everywhere the same, and

the mistakes which are made in settling it are similar the world

over. We have again experimented with it of late in the State of

Illinois, and the bad results will become more and more apparent.

Other states have passed through similar experiences, and we have

not grown wiser by their example. Nor is it probable that the new
states of the West, which are coming to the front, will escape the

same fate, for mankind is inclined to be taught by experience only.

But "experience keeps a dear school," as Poor Richard says, and

it may be that a consideration of the problem may save at least

some of the harm that is being done by the constant repetition of

maladministration in matters of taxation.

The instance of the State of Illinois is instructive to all other

states and also to other countries, and so it may serve us as an

illustration of the mode of taxation as it ought not to be done.

Over the portals of every legislative chamber, and visible from

the seat of each member of any body having power to levy taxes

should be graven, "Governments have and can spend no money
save that they take from the people."

Of all forms of oppression that from excessive taxation has

been most constant and in its sum the greatest. Exhumed from

the sands of thirty centuries, the records of Egypt tell what taxa-

tion, there, was when Europe was a wilderness. The falling due of

the taxes came upon the nomes as a terrible crisis. For days there

was nothing to be heard but protestations, threats, beating, cries

of pain from the tax payers and lamentations from the women and
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children. "The tax-gatherers cry out, 'Come now, corn.' There

is none, and they throw the cultivator full length upon the ground

;

bound, dragged to the canal, they fling him in head first ; his wife

is bound with him, his children are put in chains."—"The stick

facilitated the operations of the tax-collector, it quickly opened the

granaries of the rich, it revealed resources to the poor of which

he had been ignorant."

Excessive taxation contributed much to the downfall of the

Roman Empire. "The arrival of the time when the general tax

was to be collected was announced by the tears and terrors of the

citizens." Death and confiscation of estate was the punishment to

which every farming proprietor was liable who should attempt to

evade taxation. The proprietor of personal property was ques-

tioned under oath ; and every attempt to prevaricate or elude the

intentions of the legislators was punished as a capital crime and

held to include the double guilt of treason and sacrilege. If the

results of such interrogation were not satisfactory to the officials,

they were empowered to administer torture, and when this failed

to effect the desired results "the faithful slave was tortured for

evidence against the master, the wife to depose against her hus-

band, the son against his sire."

Under such a system, how must the revenues of Rome have

increased! Not so! they steadily declined. The agriculture of the

provinces was ruined. Within sixty years from the advent of the

Emperor Constantine, three hundred thirty thousand acres of one

of the fairest portions of Italj'^ had been abandoned. " Men pro-

duced only what would suffice for their immediate needs, for the

government laid in wait for all savings. Capital vanished, the

souls of men were palsied
;
population fled from what was called

civilisation. Men cried for social death and invited the coming of

the barbarians."

The French, as the English revolution, grew out of burden-

some and unjust taxation.

Taxes are like and unlike the rain, they fall upon the just and

the unjust ; most hardly upon the just because they will not resort

to devious ways to escape the imposition.

It is said by many economists that ultimately all taxation falls

upon and is paid by the consumers, by those who use that which

is taxed. The statement has in it much of truth ; indeed, if by

"ultimately" is meant "in the course of centuries" it is entirely

true.

A tax levied upon an article must be paid when demanded.
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Whether the owner when he sells will be able to obtain, as whether

the consumer will be compelled to pay more because of the tax, is

uncertain.

Taxes enter into the cost of everything consumed, so does

labor ; an increase in wages adds to the cost of production
;
but

neither an increase of the wage paid to his farm hand nor an addi-

tion to the tax upon his farm can ordinarily be added by the farmer

to the price of his wheat, his cattle or his butter. It often happens

that owing to causes beyond the sea, with increased taxes and in-

creased cost of labor he is compelled to sell his produce for less

than he had before obtained.

The question as to upon whom the burden of taxation falls is

not, taking into consideration all mankind and all time, who pays

the tax? but where rests the yoke when the tax collector presents

his demands? Who must find the money and pay it?

He who pays will, if possible, add the payment to the price

he asks for the article taxed, but will he be able so to do is the di-

lemma presented to him : not will, upon the average, such articles

cost more to the millions who must use them.

If it were the case that the owner of property could always ob-

tain therefor the increased cost caused to him by taxation, mankind

are not so dull that they would not long ago have found this out

;

instead of which, from the subjects of the Pharaohs to the brewers

of the United States, producers and owners have striven for a re-

moval of the import placed upon their goods.

Taxes are a burden, they have never been and never will be

anything else ; but there is no reason why the government should

insist upon the load being carried at arm's length.

The first question presented to a taxing body should be, for

how little can the affairs of the state be properly and wisely carried

on? Second, in what manner can this sum be obtained with the

greatest fairness, the least annoyance and loss to the people ?

Some economists insist that all taxation should be direct in

order that the people may know just what they pa)'.

It is desirable that the people know what they pay in the way
of taxes; but is this accomplished by direct taxation? If by "the

people" is meant only those who directly pay, it is. Direct taxa-

tion compels him who hands the money to the government to re-

imburse himself so far as he can from those who hire or buy from

him the property taxed; but the vast majority of consumers take

no thought of the enhanced cost caused by taxation.

In New York City in 1895, under a direct tax upon all real and
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personal propert}^, only four per cent, of the population paid any-

thing. In Boston only 7.27 per cent. Throughout the country

not over ten per cent, of the inhabitants directly pay any general

tax. Of the remaining ninety per cent, very few think of or care

for the fact that a tax upon all real and personal property must
ultimately effect the cost of everything usfed or consumed.

So far as bringing home to the consumers the fact of the bur-

den of taxation is concerned it is of little consequence whether tax-

ation is direct or indirect. He who hands over the money to the

collecting agency is the one who most keenly appreciates that he

is paying taxes. The tenant whose rent is all paid directly to his

landlord feels very differently as to the tax on the realty from one

who in addition to what he pays his landlord pays to the tax-collec-

tor the taxes on the property.

Whatever adds to the cost of maintaining a home, obtaining a

living, producing an article or doing business necessarily affects the

habits, manners, and morals of a people: taxation should be so

shaped as to do this with the least possible injury.

It should not hold out great temptations to fraud nor present

the constant spectacle of an escape from its direct burdens by de-

ceit and iniquity.

Throughout the United States the most complete, the most

conspicuous and the most general failure to carry out the law for

many years has resulted from the inability to collect the tax on per-

sonal property.

The law of the State of Illinois has for many years been that

all property, real and personal, shall be equally and directly taxed
;

in this respect the law is not different from that of most of the

states. The result of an attempt to administer this law according

to its unmistakable letter and spirit has been a complete failure.

Never for any considerable length of time has personal property

been actually assessed and taxed at its fair or proportionate value,

as has real.

The effort to do this has been made in all sovereignties and by

all kinds of men, without success. Neither the Czar of Russia, the

Sultan of Turkey, the Emperor of Germany, the Parliament of

England, nor the free states of America have been able to directly

tax and collect from the owners of personalty as they do from the

possessors of realty.

Why is this? Simply because real property can always be

found, inventoried, appraised, is visible to the eye and can neither

be hidden nor carried away ; while all personalty is movable, can
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be carried into otlier sovereignties and a large portion can be so

secreted that no tax officer can find or learn of it.

It is doubtless the case that a number of persons residing in

Chicago, are each the owner of over ten million dollars worth of

stocks, bonds, cash, and evidences of indebtedness.

If we had an inquisitional system and a despotism to enforce

it we might discover these hidden hordes, but we would do so only

once. The next year their owners would not reside where such

espionage or tax could reach them ; they would have become resi-

dents of Lake County or Wisconsin or even of England.

It is quite possible to drive the owner of many bonds and much

cash out of the country, but to directly and fairly tax him upon this

kind of property is impossible, has never been done.

But, cries the indignant citizen, is it just, is it fair or right that

old Bullion who has a million dollars of New York Central Railway

bonds should pay nothing thereon, while I pay a tax of one hundred

dollars upon my humble homestead worth not to exceed five thou-

sand dollars? Let us admit that this is wrong and unjust ; what

then? what can be done to right the matter? Old Bullion will not

submit to a tax of twenty or ten thousand dollars upon his bonds.

Rather than pay this he will move away to another state or to Scot-

land. This will be of no benefit either to the owner of the home-

stead taxed at one hundred dollars or to the city. Bullion is a good

neighbor, an excellent patron of the butcher and the baker, the

tailor and the mantua maker; his living here conduces to the sup-

port and well-being of many industrious citizens; they do not wish

to have him driven out.

But can he escape direct taxation by changing his residence?

Certainly. There are plenty of communities that will welcome his

coming and tacitly agree that his tax upon all his bonds shall be

but a nominal sum. These communities recognise that his resi-

dence among them, because of the money that he there spends, is

an advantage and that his bonds cost the people nothing.

Arrangements of this kind are continually made whenever there

is a serious and persistent effort to directly tax intangible property.

George Gould has become a citizen of New Jersey, because in New
York the authorities insisted upon taxing the large amount of rail-

way stocks of which he is the owner.

There are also sovereignties where the attempt to directly tax

stocks, bonds, mortgages, and credits has been after long experi-

ence abandoned.

There is much force in the assertion that all property ought to
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be equally and directly taxed; the statement appeals to one's sense

of fair dealing, it seems to be right and just, and is. The objection

to the attempt to do this, for it has never been more than an at-

tempt, is not that such method is unfair but that it is impractical ;

results in inequalities, in a general evasion of the law and all the

demoralisation consequent upon an attempt to run counter to hu-

man nature.

The indignant citizen here asks if the well-to-do portion of

mankind are so dishonest that they will resort to fraud to escape

the payment of a fair tax. The well-to-do citizen wishes to know
what is meant by a fair tax, and if it is fair that merely because he

has come to Chicago to live, he should be made to pay two per

cent, upon the par value of his bonds when in Podunk, his former

residence, he was taxed only upon his household furniture, horses,

and carriages ; and he says it is fair that I give in and pay upon

my ten thousand of credits when my next door neighbor who has

fifty thousand, pays upon only five.

The excuse that if the evidence is forthcoming that his neigh-

bor has fifty thousand, he will be taxed at that sum is unavailing.

He replies that he is not an assessor nor an officer of the law

;

neither does he wish to make an enemy of one who lives near to

him.

He feels willing to pay a fair tax, but that it is unfair that he

should pay upon all his credits while most men pay upon only half

of theirs ; that this is neither just to himself nor well for the state.

In this city of the many thousand owners of investments in

building societies and possessors of savings in banks, how many
have gone to an assessor with a truthful statement of these sums,

that they might be taxed thereon? The law requires that this be

done. Who does it? Are all these people dishonest? By no

means. Most of them are willing to be fair, but not to pay that

which thousands escape.

But why continue to state the reasons which have made the

attempt to directly tax intangible personal property a failure?

Is it necessary to explain why men cannot live without eating?

Is not the result of experience sufficient?

It is true that something may be and is realised by this form

of taxation. Estates in probate, in the custody of the law, as the

heritage of infants, imbeciles and other wards, as well as a propor-

tion of that owned by citizens too conscientious to endeavor to con-

ceal that which the law requires them to disclose. The amount

thus reached continually decreases.
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The injustice of paying when others do not, saps the moral

strength of the best, so that the sum of the tangible property taxed,

instead of increasing with the added wealth of the community, di-

minishes.

One of the favorite methods for directly taxing credits is to

provide that the amount of mortgages shall be deducted from the

assessment of the real property upon which they are, and such sum
assessed against the mortgagee, he being, it is said, the real owner.

This seems fair and is. Theoretically there is no valid objection

to it. It is merely unwise, and instead of relieving the owner of

the realty from his burden, adds to it.

The money lender, either as a condition of his loan, requires

the borrower to agree to pay the taxes on the mortgage, and secures

such promise as he does the loan, or if such agreement be by law

forbidden, increase the charge for interest, enough to assure him

against taxation ; and in doing this the lender, especially if he be a

foreigner, takes into consideration the fact that direct taxes may be

imposed for the purpose of enhancing the value of the real prop-

erty : as for roads, parks, boulevards, fountains, statuary, etc. ; that

none of the enhanced value goes to him, the mortgagee, but all to

the mortgagor, who, if he can compel the foreigner to pay half the

cost thereof, will turn a handsome penny.

The consequence is that such laws always result in loss to the

mortgagor.

It must be borne in mind that taxation affects business ; that

commerce may be destroyed by taxes; a notable instance of which

is that the immense issue of state bank notes in circulation in 1862

was taxed out of existence.

As a business proposition it is not very clear; why, when we
are anxious for the investment of foreign capital, we should say to

the citizens of Massachusetts, if you lend in this state any money
upon mortgage you will be taxed upon it, here, notwithstanding

you may pay taxes upon it at the place where you live.

Most kinds of tangible personal property, not representative

merely, but the thing itself, often can be directly taxed with ap-

proximate equality.

In agricultural communities the horses, cows, sheep, swine,

farming implements, household furniture, crops, etc., are objects,

the value of which is well known and which cannot be effectually

hidden.

In large cities no one person is capable of making a correct

estimate of the value of the great variety of personality. Hundreds
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of experts would be required, and they would have to make long

and careful search that nothing escape them.

Practically with all large mercantile and manufacturing houses

the statements of, and the showing made by the books of the own-
ers must be taken.

There seems to be no good reason why property received as

the result of the death of its former owner should not be subject to

a succession tax. Nor is there any sufficient reason why any real

property not fully owned, governed and controlled by, and for the

equal benefit of, the people, should be exempt from taxation. In

other words, all real property owned or controlled wholly or in part

by private persons or corporations should be taxed.

Taxes should be imposed and collected with perfect fairness

and with as little annoyance and disturbance of business interests

as is possible.

As to this it must always be borne in mind that it is not so

much fairness in the imposition of the tax as the fairness that can
be realised in its collection that is of the greatest importance.

The trouble with a tax levied equally upon tangible and intan-

gible property is not that such levy is unfair, but that unfairness

and inequality are inevitable results of the attempt to collect it.

An income tax may be as just as any, provided there be in-

cluded all incomes, the tax upon which will exceed the cost of col-

lecting. The difficulty with such an impost is that it cannot in this

country be fairly collected ; and that the attempt to collect neces-

sitates inquisitional methods so odious that they will not here by
long endured.

In England, where incomes are much more steady and where
the administration of the law is removed from political influence

and measurably above the sway of popular passion, an income tax

can with approximate fairness be collected from estates in court,

from great corporations, from the holders of official positions, from

the owners of very large landed estates and such merchants and
manufacturers as are too honest to attempt to conceal the true con-

dition of their affairs. The number of these continually diminishes

and the income tax has by every Chancellor of the Exchecquer
from Gladstone down been regarded as one to be removed as soon

as the exigencies of public affairs do not demand its continuance.

An income tax exempting all incomes below four thousand dollars

is neither just nor fair, but is class legislation of a vicious kind. A
just income tax exempts none save those so small that the tax real-

ised will not pay the expense of collecting.
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The history of our legislation concerning taxation is ilhistra-

tive of the prevalence of the legislative idea that whatever the law

commands will be done, and the universal indifference to disobedi-

ence and evasion of statutes.

The constitution of the State of Illinois has for more than fifty

years declared that "The general assembly shall provide such rev-

enue as may be needful by levying a tax by valuation, so that every

person and corporation shall pay a tax in proportion to the value

of his, her, or its property."

During all this period it has been notorious that at no time

has every person and corporation paid a tax in proportion to the

value of his, her, or its property ; while for most of the time not

only has no effort been made to obey the constitutional mandate,

but laws have been enacted and are in force expressly designed to

exempt and which have exempted certain kinds of property from

taxation.

Under this constitution a curious condition arose. The legis-

lature, fearing that taxation might become oppressive, for the pro-

tection of the people, by statutory enactments, restricted the power

of the various municipalities to tax, to certain fixed percentages,

which in the aggregate amounted to ten per cent. As the actual

collection of such a tax would have amounted to confiscation, the

gradual increase of the percentage of taxation was, in open dis-

regard of the law, met by a gradual reduction of the value placed

by assessors upon real property, and an ignoring of the existence

of the bulk of personality ; so that upon the average a tax of one

per cent, per annum was paid upon real property, and very little

upon personal.

The law all the while required each person to each year give

in a verified list of all his personal property, with a statement of its

fair cash value. Had any person in the City of Chicago done this,

he would have been taxed ten per cent, upon the full value of his

personal property—the law for most of this period made it unlaw-

ful to exact more than seven per cent, interest—one loaning money
would, under the plain requirements of the statute, have been com-

pelled to pay a tax of three per cent, more than the greatest inter-

est he could lawfully obtain thereon.

Nobody obeyed the statute which commanded him to make a

true schedule of all his personal property, with a truthful statement

of the value of each article. To have done this would have been

ruin. None of the assessors obeyed the law which commanded
each to make a list of all property, real and personal, in his dis-
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trict, and to affix thereto a statement of its fair cash value. Each

assessor before he began his work solemnly swore that he would

do this, and at its conclusion again swore that he had done so.

Everybody knew that this was not done, and the Supreme Court,

in the teeth of the unmistakable requirement of the statute, de-

clared it unnecessary.

It was found to be a great deal easier by universal acquies-

cence to ignore the law than to change it, and so the entire people

deliberately resolved to disobey the statute.

At the present time in Chicago real property is assessed at its

full cash value ; this value is then divided by five, and upon the

one-fifth thus obtained taxes are assessed.

Such personal property as can be found is assessed in the same

manner, but as a great portion of the personalty cannot be found,

many people pay taxes upon all the personal property they have,

and many others who have vastly more pay on none or very little.

If a man to-day had fifty thousand dollars worth of Chicago

city bonds of a recent issue, he would receive from the city as in-

terest thereon fifteen hundred dollars per annum. Under our sys-

tem of taxation the net income he would have therefrom for the

support of his family would depend very largely upon where he

lived.

The fifty thousand being divided by five he would be taxed

upon ten thousand dollars.

The rate of taxation is as follows :

North Chicago,
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bonds as such, but would pay under, owing to the South African

war, the abnormally high income tax of one shilling in the pound
of his income in excess of eight hundred dollars.

His income upon his ^50,000 of bonds being $1500 per annum,
there would be deducted from this $800, leaving $700 upon which

he would annually pay $^5, leaving his net income in London
^1465.00 against

$663.30 in South Chicago

618.30 in North Chicago

517.30 in West Chicago

663.30 in Hyde Park

685.90 in Evanston

453.50 in Cicero

1245.90 in Schaumberg.

Manifestly it is for the interest of the owner of these bonds to

live in London, and clearly the people of Chicago do not desire

that he should live in their city, else they would not by taxation

drive him out.

Just why the people should desire to drive away the possessor

of bonds, stocks, or notes, is not very clear. The advent of an-

other barber, druggist, merchant, undertaker, or doctor might by

those of his calling be unwelcome in any place ; he would be a

rival; but the man living upon his income, carrying on no busi-

ness, is a customer only. All who do business seek for customers

;

numerous places advertise attractions in the way of mountains, sea,

springs, parks, drives, bathing facilities; seeking thus to draw

thither those who have money to spend. What would be thought

of Saratoga, Newport, Baden Baden, or Long Branch if the author-

ities should announce that visitors would be required to make a

schedule of their personal property and would be taxed upon the

amount thereof as fixed by the local assessors for the proportion of

the year they remained in the city?

If it would be unwise to tax a mere visitor for three months
upon the amount of his stocks, bonds, and notes, why is it wise to

tax a mere resident of one or more years upon the same property?

If a person owing real property in Boston were to reside in

Chicago no one would think of taxing him here on his Boston real

estate ; all would perceive that this would drive him away. Why
is it then that taxing him upon bonds, etc., which have no localit}^

are as likely to and may as well be kept in New York as elsewhere,

does not always drive him away? Simply because the fact of the

ownership of such property is not often disclosed.
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The effect of our law is to drive away the citizen who will not

conceal his shares, notes, and bonds, evade taxation thereon, and

keep the man who successfully hides his personal effects.

Taxes are imposed upon intangible personal property not be-

cause of business considerations, but as a matter of sentiment.

The feeling is strong that every one should pay in proportion

to the value of all his property. The feeling is proper and just ; if

such result could be realised without disastrous result to the in-

terests of the community, there would be no valid objection to the

aw.

It is because such law cannot be fairly enforced, and because

its enforcement would drive away many whom it is for the interest

of all should remain that such law is not only unwise but disastrous

and demoralising.

A person having a collection of paintings and other works of

art and a library the value of which is one hundred thousand dol-

lars, removing from London and taking up his residence in Evans-

ton, carrying there his collection and library, if the law is enforced,

must pay an annual tax of I1628.50 for the privilege of there keep-

ing such personal property.

While if, to the delight of the people of Cicero, he takes his

pictures and books to that suburb, he will be taxed thereon the sum

of $2093.00. Evidently Evanston and Cicero do not expect to have

owners of such property make their home in either of those places.

Is Chicago determined by taxation to drive away all such pri-

vate collections?

If not, why is a similar rate of taxation thereon maintained?
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BY THE EDITOR.

AN assurance of international citizenship and a certificate of

good character, such as the Hon. C. C. Bonney suggested in

his article in The Open Court for April of igoi (page .21 8), would
be a great convenience to American travellers for protection against

imposition in foreign countries, but what shall be done to protect

us against unfairness and encroachment upon our personal rights

when we return to our own country? I am sorry to say that pro-

tection at home is much more needed than abroad. There is

much that is strange to an American in the custom houses of Eu-
rope. Everywhere, even in free-trade England, the custom house

officers search for spirits and tobacco, and on the continent also for

food stuffs in every form and even in small quantities. On the Ger-

man frontier one is liable to have trouble on account of half a box
of chocolate, or a few biscuits, or even a quarter of a loaf of bread.

The duty is only a few cents, but there are heavy penalties for the

assumed dishonesty of not declaring the contraband goods. It

is pedantic and troublesome, but upon the whole harmless. It

almost seems that the machinery instituted for inconveniencing

the public must cost the government more than the returns war-

rant.

On my last trip abroad, I was obliged in Germany to declare

an article as dutiable and was detained for a long time which was
spent in looking the questionable piece all over and weighing it,

small and light though it was, on a big scales. The facts of the

case were taken to protocol and registered in ledgers nigh a foot

in size, and at last I had to lay down five German pennies (i. e.,

one and one-fourth cents in American money), the payment of

which was duly receipted by the custom house officer with a visible

consciousness of his official dignity.
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On another occasion I remember the case of a young lady trav-

elling first class in company with an elderly companion, apparently

her grandmother, who for the sake of a tin box half filled with

crackers was so rudely handled by the German custom house

officers that she burst into tears. When my turn came for inspec-

tion, I suggested to the custom house officer that he might have

dealt more tenderly with the young lady. But he felt indignant

;

"She ought to be glad that I did not report her, for the conceal-

ment of dutiable goods is a penitentiary offence." Giving another

look at the sobbing young lady and her distinguished aged com-

panion at her side, I could not help shuddering at the threat of

the officer, and the thought occurred to me which since then

comes back whenever I see the custom house officers at work, that

this most modern method of protecting the various countries

against the competition of their more skilled neighbors, confessedly

instituted to reduce and fninimisc commerce and trade, is nothing but a

relic of mediaeval barbarism when the nobility and the princes be-

lieved that to play the highwayman was their inalienable, God-
given right. German history still keeps on record the watchword

and war-cry of the robber knights, which ran as follows :

"Reiteyi u?id ratibeti ist keine Schande,

Es thun's die EdelsLen im La7ide."

The nature of the hold-ups which one has to endure at the vari-

ous frontiers in passing from one country to another has become
less virulent than in the chivalrous days of mediaeval knighthood,

but remains after all the same in kind. They are regular hold-ups.

No protest avails ; the traveller must open his valises and allow

his luggage to be mercilessly searched ; and there is no redress if

property is destroyed by the careless packing which is the inevi-

table result of the hurry in which it must be done.

The German custom house regulations appear pedantic to us

and are great in small things. How much different is the Ameri-

can custom house about which there is nothing small. We have

the advantage here that our officials do not bother with trifles for

which the fee to be collected does not pay the trouble of collecting

it. But when they begin to collect, they have rates which render

the taxes not protective but prohibitive, going up to sixty per cent,

on the value of goods and more.

Knowing that we are blessed with a high protective tariff, I

decided, while abroad, to buy as little as possible. But I happened
to return shortly before Christmas, and knowing that there would
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be no time left for shopping after my arrival, I could not help buy-

ing abroad a few Christmas gifts for the children. To comply with

the laws, I noted down the average sum of my expenses and made

my declaration accordingly.

Under present circumstances it is probable that we cannot do

without a custom house. It seems that a custom house is one of

the most indispensable emblems of a government. In the Middle

Ages, the gallows was the proud symbol of an independent juris-

diction, and so in modern times the custom house indicates a sepa-

rate sphere of national industry. It stands there as a challenge

and seems to proclaim : "We can live without any communication

with the rest of the world, but we are full of magnanimity and will

tolerate commerce as a kindness to foreigners, on the condition,

however, that every one who imports anything from the outside

will pay a penalty."

We are a free people, or at least believe we are free ; and we

take pride in teaching to our children the famous story of the Eng-

lish tea tax which was imposed upon the colonies and, after being

gloriously resisted, finally led to the Declaration of Independence.

What is that tea tax in comparison to the taxes imposed upon the

country by Congress in the interest of a small but powerful fraction

of the people!

Well, be that as it may, the custom house is perhaps indispen-

sable for our present national patriotism, but we ought to demand

at least that those coming from foreign countries who have to sub-

mit to the official hold-up at the frontier should have a printed

statement handed to them for their information as to what is and

what is not dutiable and at what rate. As matters stand at present,

the conscientious man is at a great disadvantage, for what he de-

clares he must pay whether it be fair or no. The statement that is

handed to the passengers on the steamer is simply a threat but

affords no information. It reads as follows :

UNITED STATES CUSTOMS NOTICE.

To Passengers Arj-iviiigfrom Foreign Couyitries.

It will be necessary for you to make a declaration before the United States

Customs Ofificer in the saloon of this vessel, stating the number of your trunks and

other packages and their contents ; and residents of the United States, returning

from abroad, should provide a detailed list of articles purchased abroad and the

prices paid therefor.

A failure to declare all dutiable goods in your possession will render the same

liable to seizure and confiscation, and yourself to fine and imprisonment.
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Section 26 of the Customs Administrative Act of June 10, i8go, provides a fine

of not exceeding $2,000, or imprisonment at hard labor not more than a year, or

both, in the discretion of the court, for giving or offering to give a gratuity to an

officer of the customs in consideration of any illegal act in connexion with the ex-

amination of baggage, or for attempting by threats or demands to improperly in-

fluence or control any such officer.

Passengers will facilitate the work of Customs Officers and contribute to their

own comfort and speedy departure from the wharf, by noting on the back of a

copy of this circular, which may be obtained from the officers of the vessel, their

purchases abroad, with prices paid therefor.

We all were glad to come home again, but the very sight of

this paper startled the passengers, who spoke about it in very dif-

ferent terms. Some hinted at former experiences and admired the

ingenuity of some officers in forcing the passengers to pay bribes.

One gentleman said, the best way to pass your baggage through

the custom house was to put a five or ten dollar billwithin reach of

the custom house officer, for, said he, some goods are spoiled by

handling, delicate things are broken, and even if they remain

whole, they cannot, on the dock, be repacked as they ought to be

and consequently will suffer in their further transportation.

My late friend, Gen. M. M. Trumbull, used to admire the

smartness with which a certain class of American politicians (who

all the while live in the hope of some time having an oppor-

tunity to receive bribes) succeed in protecting the bribe-taker.

They simply had a law passed which holds the bribe-giver equally

responsible. It is an excellent plan and serves the purpose splen-

didly. The law takes the high moral ground that if there were no

bribe-offering, there could be no bribe-taking, and if the poor bribe-

taker were spared the temptation of the wealthy bribe-giver he

would remain an honest man. Thus it found the support of all

moral enthusiasts and was passed without difficulty through the

tacit consent of the truly righteous and those who in their hearts

stood before their own conscience as convicted rascals. The result

of the law is that he who has been forced to bribe an officer is for

strong and good reasons forced to keep quiet ever afterwards. It

is said that the footpads in the street would be glad to have this

ingenious law extended to their profession. If the man that walks

about laden with a purse or a gold watch would not give up his

pelf, how could a highwayman take it? Ergo, hold the person

that is robbed equally responsible with the robber, and it will fol-

low as the night the day that our courts will no longer be molested

with complaints of robberies.

The custom house officer on the steamer took my declaration
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in a perfunctory manner; but in an other case he made further in-

quiries. There was a man, apparently of the second cabin, whom

he asked: "Now, is that all you have to declare?"

The sturdy passenger to whom the question was addressed

seemed to wince under the question. Apparently he had something

to conceal. The officer repeated the question and, I believe, added:

"Remember, you are under oath." The eyes of all present hung

on the flushed face of the poor victim of the custom house. He

began to consider the gravity of the situation and the seriousness

of the results. He relented and began slowly: "Well, I have in

my trunk four pounds of honey."

The smile all around was audible. The crime was confessed,

but the trouble of collecting the tax did not pay. So the custom

house officer said : "Never mind the honey, take it along !

"

When I had my baggage on shore, the inspector came round

to look at the things which I had declared. "Pshaw!" he said, in

looking at the different items, "that is not worth declaring; where

are the rest of the things you bought?" and not recollecting all the

places where the most valuable presents lay hidden, I tried to un-

earth something that would justify my declaration. The inspector

seemed to be sorry for my having made any declaration at all and

said: "Now that you have made the declaration, I must make you

pay." So I paid on a pair of gloves and some other sundries a tax

of I don't know how many per cent, of the value,-—a total of about

thirty-five dollars for a declaration of fifty dollars. I was glad at

not having bought more, for the duty comes very near to the origi-

nal price, and this almost doubles the expense.

When the Bey of Tunis demanded a tribute from the ships

that sailed on his seas, we called it piracy and sent our men of war

to enforce free trading on the waters round the north coasts of

Africa. We can enforce protection abroad, but we would not do

it at home.

If we were Russians we might, whenever we have reasons to

complain about the U. S. custom house, go to the Russian ambas-

sador who would threaten the U. S. government with retalliation
;

but being Americans we have no redress, for we ourselves elected

the men that made the laws of the land, and our present officers

can do nothing but enforce them.

Mr. Bonney's idea of international citizenship is a beautiful

dream, but the best way of its realisation would be by having the

the rights of citizenship respected first at home.
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AN APPEAL TO CONGRESS/

BY THE EDITOR.

THERE is a great difference in the method of managing a con-

cern of any kind, be it the government of a country, the ad-

ministration of colonies, the running of a factory, or the working

of farms and plantations. A manager may sway the men subject

to his control either by force of arms, by the whip, by threats, or

by the intrinsic worth of his returns for their services so as to se-

cure their assistance on the basis of a treaty or contract in which

both parties remain free.

The king of England has more power than a savage chief; yet

the rights of the former over his subjects are extremely limited

while the latter is the absolute master of his people.

Formerly the plantations in the South were worked with

slaves, and the slave owners thought that the abolition of slavery

would ruin the country. Now the plantations are worked by free

labor, and the institution of free labor is not only more humane

but also cheaper. There is no one now who would advocate a re-

turn to the old slave system.

Progress in social as well as political conditions consists in a

gradual replacement of the rule by force through a management of

affairs by treaty, and the latter implies an increase of power un-

dreamt of by the petty tyrants of the ages of savagery and barbar-

ism.

When the thirteen colonies of North-America had gained their

lln connection with this article, I briefly repeat another appeal to Congress made some time

ago through the columns of The Open Court, "Duplicate the Naval Academy." The expense is

small in comparison to the benefits to be derived therefrom both in peace and in war. We
should thus educate a number of well-trained professional sailors to serve as officers and cap-

tains in our mercantile fleet, but in the emergency of war the strength of our navy might be con-

siderably and quickly increased through their services. It would almost duplicate our fighting

capacity without at the same time duplicating the expense of keeping twice as many warships.
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independence, England had learned a valuable lesson which taught

her to adopt a policy of freedom in her colonial management and

it resulted, not only in a flourishing condition in all her colonies,

but also in an enormous increase of her own power.

The present premier, Lord Salisbury, influenced by Cecil

Rhodes and Lord Chamberlain, failed to apply the lesson so dearly

paid for in America to the Dutch-speaking population of South

Africa, and this apparently insignificant mistake may cost England

her leading position in the control of the affairs of the world. Al-

though the English arms may claim to be victorious, the unsettled

state of things forces them to keep an army almost as large as the

entire Boer population, and the drain on the state treasury is

enormous, even for the rich resources of Great Britain. It is not

that the Boers are angels, or that they are absolutely in the right.

They too showed a disregard of the rights of others and blundered

in diplomacy, but they had no means of knowing better, while

there is no such excuse for Salisbury.

But there is no need of our speaking about England and her

troubles while we continue to make the same mistake in the Phil-

ippine Islands. It is done on a smaller scale, but it is done; and

the results are analogous. The expenses for the Philippine war

amount now nearly to one hundred million dollars, not to mention

the loss of lives and the host of other evils incidental upon an un-

settled state of things.

The writer of this article does not believe in surrendering our

control over points of strategic and commercial importance, for

the time will come when their possession may be of great value to

us; but he believes that we should adopt the principle of pursuing

and holding our advantages, not through subduing the inhabitants

of the conquered islands, but by making them free and granting

them the self-government which we regard as the inalienable right

of our own citizens.

We could most easily and without expense to ourselves con-

trol the Philippine Islands by making them allied republics as we
have done with Cuba. We ought to divide the country according

to geographical and ethnological conditions, making Manila with

its great contingent of foreign residents a Free City (after the pat-

tern of the Hanseatic towns of Germany), the Philippine munici-

palities independent republics, leaving the Mohammedans as they

are now, and allowing the chiefs of uncivilised tribes the right of

administering their own affairs, provided they preserve peace and

are responsible for maintaining order in their districts. The
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United States have all they want if they keep Cavite and the small

strip of land, as well as the islands that have the strategic com-
mand of Manila Bay. They may make commercial and political

treaties with Manila and the Philippine republics that will prove

of mutual benefit, but to subdue the inhabitants is a useless, un-

necessary, expensive, and morally wrong undertaking.

If we had at once voluntarily given to the Filipinos their free-

dom, we could have retained Cavite, the forts, and other property

of the Spanish government without difficulty and should have

peacefully established our control over the islands forever, which

would have been a control by treaty, by moral influence, and
through the advantages we can offer them. We have lost a golden

opportunity. But it may not yet be too late, provided our policy

of changing our conquered territories into allied republics is not

forced upon the party in power, but is done voluntarily as an act of

generosity and justice.

We have expressed our views on the subject in former articles

and have received the private endorsement of some of our con-

gressmen ; but neither the President nor Congress has taken any

action! We have purposely abstained from making any propa-

ganda for our views that would force the affair upon the notice of

our legislators and the government. For unless the government

and Congress take this step voluntarily, it will be without any

avail, and the Filipinos will continue to distrust us. There ought

to be no division of parties on the subject, and the party in power
should advocate the measure.

There is no need of abandoning the advantages we have

gained by right of conquest. On the contrary: we should render

them enduring and beneficial, which can be done to the promotion

of the interests of all concerned, ourselves and the inhabitants of

the conquered districts. But we ought to know that we can ac-

complish more by treaties and alliances than by bloodshed and

violence. Our power will be greater by making the Filipinos inde-

pendent and having them as friends than by keeping them in

bondage.



THE RELIGION OF SIAM.

I?Y MRS. ANNA HARRIETTE LEONOWENS.'

BUDDHISM cannot be clearly defined by its visible results.

There are more things in that subtile, mystical enigma called

in the Pali Nibbdna, in the Birmese Niban, in the Siamese Niphan,

than are dreamed of in our philosophy. With the idea of Niphan
in his theology, it were absurdly false to say the Buddhist has no

God. His Decalogue 2 is as plain and imperative as the Christ-

tian's : I. From the meanest insect up to man thou shalt kill no

animal whatsoever. H. Thou shalt not steal. HI. Thou shalt not

violate the wife of another, nor his concubine. IV. Thou shalt

speak no word that is false. V. Thou shalt not drink wine, nor

anything that may intoxicate. VI. Thou shalt avoid all anger,

hatred, and bitter language. VII. Thou shalt not indulge in idle

and vain talk. VIII. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's goods.

IX. Thou shalt not harbor envy, nor pride, nor revenge, nor malice,

nor the desire of thy neighbor's death or misfortune. X. Thou shalt

not follow the doctrines of false gods.

Whosoever abstains from these forbidden things is said to

^'observe Silah'' ; and whosoever shall faithfully observe Silah, in

all his successive metempsychoses, shall continually increase in

virtue and purity, until at length he shall become worthy to behold

God, and hear his voice; and so he shall obtain Niphan. "Be
assiduous in bestowing alms, in practising virtue, in observing

Silah, in performing Bavana, prayer; and above all in adoring

Guadama, the true God. Reverence likewise his laws and his

priests."

Many have missed seeing what is true and wise in the doctrine

of Buddha because they preferred to observe it from the standpoint

and in the attitude of an antagonist, rather than of an inquirer.

IFrom Siain and the Siamese. By Mrs. Anna Harriette Leonowens. Philadelphia: Henry
T. Coates & Co. 1897. Pages, xi, 321.

2 Translated from the Pali.
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To understand aright the earnest creed and hope of any man, one

must be at least sympathetically <?« rapport with him,—must be

willing to feel, and to confess within one's self, the germs of those

errors whose growth seems so rank in him. In the humble spirit

of this fellowship of fallibility let us draw as near as we may to the

hearts of these devotees and the heart of their mystery.

My interesting pupil, the Lady Talap, had invited me to ac-

company her to the royal private temple, Watt P'hra Keau, to wit-

ness the services held there on the Buddhist Sabato, or One-thu-sin.

Accordingly we repaired together to the temple on the day ap-

pointed. The day was young, and the air was cool and fresh; and

as we approached the place of worship, the clustered bells of the

pagodas made breezy gushes of music aloft. One of the court

pages, meeting us, inquired our destination. "The Watt P'hra

Keau," I replied. "To see or to hear?" "Both." And we entered.

On a floor diamonded with polished brass sat a throng of

women, the elite of Siam. All were robed in pure white, with white

silk scarfs drawn from the left shoulder in careful folds across the

bust and back, and thrown gracefully over the right. A little apart

sat their female slaves, of whom many were inferior to their mis-

tresses only in social consideration and worldly gear, being their

half-sisters,—children of the same father by a slave mother.

The women sat in circles, and each displayed her vase of

flowers and her lighted taper before her. In front of all were a

number of my younger pupils, the royal children, in circles also.

Close by the altar, on a low square stool, overlaid with a thin

cushion of silk, sat the high-priest. Chow Khoon Sah. In his hand

he held a concave fan, lined with pale green silk, the back richly

embroidered, jewelled, and gilt.^ He was draped in a yellow robe,

not unlike the Roman toga, a loose and flowing habit, closed below

the waist, but open from the throat to the girdle, which was simply

a band of yellow cloth, bound tightly. From the shoulders hung

two narrow strips, also yellow, descending over the robe to the

feet, and resembling the scapular worn by certain orders of the

Roman Catholic clergy. At his side was an open watch of gold,

the gift of his sovereign. At his feet sat seventeen disciples, shad-

ing their faces with fans less richly adorned.

We put off our shoes,—my child and I,—having respect for

the ancient prejudice against them ;
^ feeling not so much reverence

iThe fan is used to cover the face. Jewelled fans are marks of distinction among the priest-

hood.

2 " Put off thy shoes from off thy feet, for the place whereon thou standest is holy ground."
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for the place as for the hearts that worshipped there, caring to dis-

play not so much the love of wisdom as the wisdom of love; and

well were we repaid by the grateful smile of recognition that greeted

us as we entered.

We sat down cross-legged. No need to hush my boy,—the

silence there, so subduing, checked with its mysterious awe even

his inquisitive young mind. The venerable high-priest sat with his

face jealously covered, lest his eyes should tempt his thoughts to

stray. I changed my position to catch a glimpse of his countenance

;

he drew his fan-veil more closely, giving me a quick but gentle

half-glance of remonstrance. Then raising his eyes, with lids nearly

closed, he chanted in an infantile, wailing tone.

That was the opening prayer. At once the whole congregation

raised themselves on their knees and, all together, prostrated them-

selves thrice profoundly, thrice touching the polished brass floor

with their foreheads ; and then, with heads bowed and palms folded

and eyes closed, they delivered the responses after the priest,

much in the manner of the English liturgy, first the priest, then the

people, and finally all together. There was no singing, no stand-

ing up and sitting down, no changing of robes or places, no turn-

ing the face to the altar, nor north, nor south, nor east, nor west.

All knelt still, with hands folded straight before them, and eyes

strictly, tightly closed. Indeed, there were faces there that ex-

pressed devotion and piety, the humblest and the purest, as the lips

murmured :
" O Thou Eternal One, Thou perfection of Time, Thou

truest Truth, Thou immutable essence of all Change, Thou most

excellent radiance of Mercy, Thou infinite Compassion, Thou Pity,

Thou Charity !

"

I lost some of the responses in the simultaneous repetition, and

did but imperfectly comprehend the exhortation that followed, in

which was inculcated the strictest practice of charity in a manner

so pathetic and so gentle as might be wisely imitated by the most

orthodox of Christian priests.

There was majesty in the humility of those pagan worshippers,

and in their shame of self they were sublime. I leave both the

truth and the error to Him who alone can soar to the bright heights

of the one and sound the dark depths of the other, and take to my-

self the lesson, to be read in the shrinking forms and hidden faces

of those patient waiters for a far-off glimmering Light,—the lesson

wherefrom I learn, in thanking God for the light of Christianity, to

thank him for its shadow too, which is Buddhism.
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BY THE EDITOR.

A GREAT stir has been created in the press all over the coun-

try by an essay of Charles W. Pearson, Professor of English

Literature in the pious Northwestern University at Evanston, 111.

The remarkable feature of his essay is not that the Bible is conceded

to contain errors, but that he expects the Churches openly to ac-

knowledge the truth which at present is an open secret. The
Professor speaks boldly and fearlessly, but with modesty; and his

sole motive is love of truth. He follows the dictates of his con-

science and unburdens his soul of the oppressive idea that he

should remain guilty of dishonesty and cowardice by conniving at

a lie. Professor Pearson has been forced to resign his position. At

Evanston his is still a voice crying in the wilderness ; but there

are other universities where the boards of directors are more truly

religious so as to respect the man that gives utterance to the

thought that moves him.

Mr. Pearson's views are shared by thousands of his colleagues

and by members of the clergy themselves. No better sign that our

theologians do not mean to refuse the truth and are willing to ac-

cept it could be given than the encouragement which Professor

Pearson received from his own pastor, the Rev. Dr. William Mac-

afee, whom he consulted before publishing his article. Dr. Macafee

did not try to induce the Professor to keep his peace and though

by no means in full agreement with his views, bade him Godspeed.

Professor Pearson's article is a significant symptom of the

times. It indicates that a reformation of our churches is near at

hand which will be accomplished by their doors' being opened to

the truth wherever it may be found and allowing a rich harvest to

ripen in the light of intellectuality and scientific comprehension.^

IThe papers have made many comments upon Professor Pearson's essay, but the text of it

has remained practically unknown. We therefore reprint it in full on pp. 175-181 of the present

number of The Open Court as it appeared in the Evanston Index of Jan. 18, 1902.



FYLFOT AND SWASTIKA.

BY THE EDITOR.

FYLFOT^ is an old English word which is supposed to be a cor-

ruption of the Anglo-Saxon fcower fot,^ i. e., four-foot. The

change was perhaps effected because of its resemblance to the

Saxon felafot, corresponding to the modern German Vielfuss, or

perhaps to the Y.Xi%\\%\\ flyfoot, and it denotes a peculiar form of an

equilateral cross with ends turned (Lpj) which among the Germanic

tribes is said to have been sacred to Thor, the thunder- god, and is

therefore, rightly or wrongly, also called the hammer- mark of Thor

Scandinavian Horsegear.^ Gold Brooch. Island of Fyen.

or the cross of Thor. The figure is an ancient pagan symbol and

is now commonly called by its Sanskrit name swastika.

The Sanskrit name "swastika" is derived from ^z/^" well

"

and asti "welfare," or "hail," and may be translated as "a sym-

bol of bliss and salvation."

Max Miiller thinks that originally the swastika was a mere
cross, for the word "to swastika oneself," means in the ancient

Brahmanical literature what we now would call crossing oneself.

1 Also spelled Fil/ot.

2 Also wvitten/ztker and /yi/ier, corresponding to the Gothic _/idw6r, four.

3 Waring, Ceramic Art, pi. 44, fig. 16, pi. 42, fig. n. Wilson, Swastika, 867.
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We read that a woman "swastikaed" her arms over her breast, or,

when a person sits cross-legged, he is said to "swastika " his legs.

Mr. Thomas Wilson's map of the distribution of the Swastika^

shows that it has been found wherever anthropologists have

Gold Bracteate of Denmark.^

Spear-head Found in

Brandenburg, North
Germany. 2

Sculptured

Stone of Pre-

historic Ire-

land.*

Bronze Pin of

Prehistoric

Gaels, Scot-

land.^

Scandinavian

Sword Scab-

BARD(Vimose

bog find).

searched, although he has accidentally forgotten to record the

swastikas of Java, Siam, and Cochin-China.

1 " The Swastika, the Earliest Known Symbol, and Its Migrations; With Observations on

the Migration of Certain Industries in Prehistoric Times," by Thomas Wilson, Report of the

U. S. National Museumfor- iSg4, pages 757-1011.

2 Waring, Cerajnic Art, pi. 44, fig. 21. Wilson, loc. cit.. 863.

3 Waring, Ceramic Art, pi. i, tig. 9. Wilson, loc. c/^.,878.

^Zmigrodski, Zur Gesch. d. Sw., pi. 6, fig. 248.

5 Munro, Lake Dwellings ofEurope, p. 417. Wilson, loc. cit., 868.
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The swastika is mostly cruciform, i. e., four-armed and rect-

angular, but sometimes the corners are rounded off, and there are

many instances of three or five-armed (S^^^) or even multiplex

swastikas, and it is characteristic that almost all the irregular

swastikas are rounded off at the tips of their arms like the wrig-

gling pseudopodia of an octopus or the curved rays of star-fishes.

Swastikas are found on monuments of the most ancient date,

on pottery of the Neolithic and bronze ages, on prehistoric terra-

cotta figures, on altars, on coins, on shields, on weapons, and on

amulets of various description.

The swastika appears frequently in combination with symbol-

ical animals, especially the goose or swan, the ram, the gazelle,

the horse, the serpent, the hbh.

Prehistoric Bronze
Fibula."

(Found in Boeotia, Greece.)

The Solar Ram on a Greek Vase. '^

With crosses and a swastika.

(British Museum.)

The swastika is in its application so frequently referred to the

sun and to solar worship that the explanation has almost been

thrust upon archaeologists to interpret it as the sun in motion, and

as a rule the swastika whose arms point toward the right y^ in-

dicating the course of the sun, called "Sunwise" is regarded as a

sign of good omen while the opposite direction PJ-J, is a symbol of

1 Waring, Ceramic Art, pi. 42, tig. 4a. Wilson, loc. cit., 859.

2 Dr. Mortillet, Mus^e Prehistorique, fig. 1265. Wilson, loc. cit., 841.

SSalzmann, Nicropole de Camir, LI. Cf. Wilson, loc. cit., 846.
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contraries and of reversing the course of nature. The sunwise

motion toward the right is called deisil'^ and its opposite withershins

in Scotland.^ The withershins swastika seems to have been used

in connection with rituals performed for the sake of the dead. The
inverted swastika is called in India suavastika.

The word "deasil" is Gaelic and means "rightwards." Decs

is Old Irish deas or dess, Latin deter, Sanskrit dakshina,

i. e., right or south; Dekkan is the land of the south;

and sul denotes direction or guidance.^ The deasoil

circumambulation corresponds exactly to the Hindu rite

dakshinikaranaA

The Gaelic word for withershins, cartua sul, mean-

ing "contrary-wards," is mentioned by William Simpson in l^he

Buddhist Prayer Wheel, p. 183.

Deasil.

Three Coins of Krananda. (About 330 B. C.)''

With swastikas, trees, dagobas, and wheels.

Cross-Shaped Hindu
Coin with Four

Swastikas.^

(Found at Ujain.)

F. Max Miiller, Count Alviella, and others claim that the swas-

tika and the solar disc (thusQ) '^re interchangeable, a theory which,

to some extent, finds support in the frequent reference of both

symbols to solar worship. If they are not interchangeable, they

are at least closely related, for they frequently served similar pur-

poses; but there are many instances in which the swastika appears

to have found a broader application.

The swastika is frequently called the Buddhist cross, but the

Buddhists, far from being the inventors of the swastika, merely

1 Also spelled " deasoil " and "deisul." Pronounce di'shil.

2 Withershins, also spelled withersins, widdershins, etc., is derived from wither (German
7«/rf^?-) = against, contrary. It is doubtful whether the word was originally withersun, i.e.,

opposite to the sun ; or witherling, i. e., any thing or any one antagonistic.

3 Shaw in his History of Morals, in referring to Deas-soil processions, derives the word from

deas, south, and soil, sun, which latter is presumably a mistake.

ICf. Dr. Otto Schrader's Prehistoric Antiquities ofthe Aryan Peoples, p. 255.

5 Reproduced from Waring, who makes his statements on the authority of E. Thomas. Cf.

Wilson, loc. cit., 877.

'> Waring, Ceramic Art, pi. 41, fig. 18. Wilson, loc. cit., 877.
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adopted the use of this symbol, or perhaps in the beginning only

tolerated the respect in which it was held.

Foot-prints of Buddha.

(Amaravate Tope.)

Stone Altar of the

Celts in Gaul.'

Ancient Astarte.^

A nude figure with swas-

tikas. Curium, Cyprus.

Chariot of the Sun-God.^ (Cyprus).

With swastikas on the wheel and a swas-

tika-like solar symbol on the shield.

According to Fa Hsien, Hsiian Tsang, and other ancient Chinese

authorities, the swastika was worshipped not only in Inda, but

1 Museum of Toulouse. From Dr. Mortillet's Musle Prehist., fig. 1267. Wilson, loc. cit., 869.

2 From Ohnefalsch-Richter, Bull. Soc. d'Anthrop., Paris, 1S88, p. 676, fig. 8. Wilson, loc. cit.,

853. The position of the arms is characteristic of Astarte.

3 From Cesnola's Salatninia, p. 240, fig. 226. Wilson, loc. cit., 853.
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also in Thibet and China long before the disciples of Shakyamuni

converted these countries to Buddhism.

In Chinese script the swastika is the numerical abbreviation

for 10,000.

General Cesnola and Ohnefalsch-Richter have unearthed in

Later Astarte.'

The swastikas, in an-

cient times tattoed on

the naked body, appear

now on the garment.

Statuette of Terra-

cotta.^

A priestess carrying

holy water, with swas-

tikas on her garment.

Stamp for Marking Pot-

tery.* Swiss Lake Leaden Idol.^

Ancient Coin OF Gaza, Dwellers. With a swastika upon the

Palestine.^ (Musee de Chambery.) body, (i 3^ natural size.)

Cyprus a great number of terracotta statues, amulets, and other

antiquities bearing swastika symbols.

1 Ohnefalsch-Richter, loc. cit., p. 677, fig. 10. Wilson, loc. cit., 854.

2 The meaning of the symbol on this coin, which looks like an incomplete swastika, is not

established. It may be an {< or some other letter. Wilson, loc. cit., 878.

3 From Cesnola's Cyprus, p. 300. Wilson, loc. cit., 841.

4 From Chantre, Age du Bronze, figs. 53 and 55. Wilson, loc. cit., p. 861.

A great number of archasic stamps have been found in various parts of the world, which
proves that the idea of printing is quite ancient and it is only astonishing that the invention of

printing with movable type was not made at an earlier date.

fi See Schliemann, ///rti-, p. 337, fig. 126. Wilson, /oc. t^V., 829. The idol was discovered in

the third city at a depth of 23 feet. The hair ringlet on the right side of the head is broken off.
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Schliemann discovered a leaden idol of crude Chaldaean work-

manship in the third city of Ilios. It represents a female deity and

must be of great antiquity. Schliemann says that the only figures

to which the idol has any resemblance are female statuettes found

in the tombs of Attica and in the Cyclades. Six of them, repre-

senting naked women, marked with decorated triangles in the

same way as our idol, are in the Museum of Athens. Others made

of Parian marble are in the British Museum.
Lenormant, in Les Antiquit^s de la Troade (p. 46), says :

"The statuettes of the Cyclades, in the form of naked women, appear to be

rude copies made by the natives, at the dawn of their civilisation, from the images

of the Asiatic goddess which had been imported by Phoenician merchants. They

were found in the most ancient sepulchers of the Cyclades, in company with stone

weapons, principally arrow-heads of obsidian from Mila, and with polished pottery

without paintings. We recognise in them the figures of the Asiatic Venus found

in such large numbers from the banks of the Tigris to the island of Cyprus, through

the whole extent of the Chaldeo-Assyrian, Aramaean, and Phoenician world. Their

prototype is the Babylonian Zarpanit, or Zirbanit, so frequently represented on the

cylinders and by terra-cotta idols, the fabrication of which begins in the most prim-

itive time of Chaldea and continues among the Assyrians."

Professor Sayce explains the statuette as follows

:

" It is the Artemis Nana of Chaldea, who became the chief deity of Carchemish,

the Hittite capital, and passed through Asia Minor to the shores and islands of the

iEgean Sea. Characteristic figures of the goddess have been discovered at Mycenae

as well as in Cyprus."

In he present state of our Assyriological knowledge we should

prefer to identify the statue with Belit.

A similar representation of the Babylonian goddess is sculp-

tured on a piece of serpentine, with ringlets on either side of the

head and accompanied by the god Bel, discovered in Maeonia.^

Mr. Thomas Wilson throws a new light upon the significance

of the triangle of our statuette by reproducing two richly orna-

mented terra-cotta shields of the U. S. National Museum, called

tunga by the natives,"^ which are of the same shape and were for-

merly worn in the same manner by the women of Brazil. The
little holes in the three corners apparently served the purpose of

suspending this primitive adornment and of holding it in its place.

We reproduce one of these shields only which comes from Ma-
jaro Island, omitting the other more interesting specimen on ac-

count of the dimness of its complicated ornamentation. The latter

1 Published by Salomon Reinach in the Revue archceologique.

2 Registered as Folia ficus, or fig leaves. Cat. Nos. 59089 and 36542.
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comes from the Cancotires River, and is covered in the same man-

ner as the Majaro tunga, with geometric characters. Mr. Wilson

says :

"Midway from top to bottom, near the outside edges, are two swastikas.

They are about five-eighths of an inch in size, are turned at right angles, one to

the right and the other to the left. These may have been a charm signifying good

fortune in bearing children."

Terra-cotta Tunga.

(From Marajo Island, Brazil.^)

Detail of Archaic Greek Vase.^

(Found in Baeotia.

)

How old must the swastika be as an auspicious symbol of

light, life, and propagation if we accept the theory that its appear-

ance upon the ornaments of the most primitive woman's dress in

the Old World as well as in the New is not accidental but indica-

tive of a common primitive custom !

1 Goodyear, Gr. of the Lotos, Plate 60, Fig. 9. Wilson, loc. cit., p. 852.

2U. S. National Museum, Washington, D. C. After Wilson, loc. cit., Plate 18.

(TO BE CONCLUDED.



WU TAO TZE'S NIRVANA PICTURE.

THE BUDDHA'S NH^VANA, A SACRED BUDDHIST PICTURE BY WU
TAO TZE.

BY THE EDITOR.

THE photogravure of the Buddha's Nirvana forming the frontis-

piece to the present Open Court is a reproduction of a Japa-
nese hand-finished, colored art-print,—a reproduction of an ancient

Chinese painting, the original of which is ascribed to Wu Tao Tze

^ >E^ » ^ famous artist who flourished under the Tang dynasty

which ruled China from 620 to 905 of the Christian era.

Wu Tao Tze is the most famous painter of Eastern Asia. His
name denotes the beginning of painting as an art, and though he

himself is historical, the story of his life is full of legend and other

fanciful traditions. Like other great men, he did not die but simply

disappeared from sight, an Elijah among the painters. We are

told that the Emperor of China had ordered a picture to decorate

a room in the imperial palace. The old master spent months in

finishing it, and when the Emperor was summoned to see the paint-

ing, which represented garden scenes with palatial summer houses,

he was overwhelmed with the beauty of the landscape, saying :

"I wish, I could possess a pleasure-park like that, and walk in its

paths." Whereupon Wu Tao Tze invited his sovereign patron to

inspect the scenery. He opened a door, painted in the front of

the picture, entered and disappeared from sight. It was as though
the canvas had swallowed him. The door closed behind the artist,

and before the Emperor and the other spectators could recover

from the surprise, the painting disappeared and left a mere blank

canvas.

A Japanese legend claims that Wu Tao's painting was carried

by Buddhist missionaries to Japan, where it has been frequently re-

produced to serve as a wall pendant in Buddhist temples, and the
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Anagarika Dharmapala received a copy of it as a present when on

his return from the World's Parliament of Religions in 1893 he

visited Japan for the first time.^ The wall pendants in temples

representing the Nirvana are as a rule of a large size, covering a

great part of the wall, but the Anagarika's copy is not more than

7X11 inches and is a marvellous sample of an artistic hand-finished

print, executed in the most dainty colors and gold, and recom-

mends itself for reproduction as being typical in all its essential

features, while claiming to be orthodox.

Rarely is there a Buddhist temple or even a private house

among the Buddhists of Eastern Asia in which a picture of the

Buddha's Nirvana is missing, and Wu Tao Tze's picture is in its

way classical, being characteristic of a whole class of religious

paintings, invented for the purpose of giving to Buddhist believers

comfort in death and an assurance of a blissful beyond.

The pictures consist of eight groups. The title of the whole

appears at the top, and reads as follows: "Eight
|

scenes
|
of

Nir-
I

vana
|

pictures
|

in the orthodox way
|

represented."^

The order of the pictures begins in the lower left-hand corner,

where the Buddha is seated on a throne, and receives his last meal

from Chunda, the smith. Mara, the Evil One, stands by and re-

joices at the idea of the imminent death of the Tathagata." The
inscription reads: "The World

|
Honored One

|
receiving

|
Chun-

I

da's
I

food
I

offering."*

Next in order is the middle group on the left-hand side, where

the inscription reads: "The Tathagata
|

ascending
|
into space

|

as witnessed by
|
a great

|
multitude."

It represents a legend which is not mentioned in any of the

Buddhist writings accessible to us. If it does not refer either to the

Buddha's farewell address to his disciples, or to the transfiguration

scene, ^ it may illustrate a legend similar to the Christian story of

IThe donor is a prominent Japanese priest, but unfortunately Mr. Dharmapala does not re-

member his name,—a circumstance which is easily explained when we consider how difficult it

is for a foreigner to catch the sounds of the names of a strange people, let alone to remember
them.

2Translated verbatim and in the order of the original. The words are separated by lines to

indicate the significance of each Chinese word. The term NirvQna takes two Chinese char-

acters.

STathSgata is a common designation of the Buddha, and is commonly explained as "The
Perfect One."

4 There are two words beside which are uniformly added to all inscriptions. The last char-

acter means place and the last but one is the sign of the genitive, indicating that here is the

place devoted to the above-mentioned subject.

5 Both are mentioned in the Maha-Parinibbana Suttanta the former in II., 27-35, and the latter

in IV., 42-52. (See Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XI., pages 35-39, and pages 79-82; Gospel oj

Buddha, chapters 93 and 95, especially verses 14-25.) Concerning the transfiguration, we read in
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Christ's ascension, as told in Matthew xxviii. 58 ff., and acts iii.

21 ff.

The central group which now follows is the main part of the

picture. It represents the Buddha dying under the sala trees of

the garden of the Mallas. His disciples are in despair ; they weep,

they throw themselves upon the ground, and beat their breasts.

Their grief is shared by the whole animate creation and also by the

gods who descend from the heavens and mourn over the death of

the Tathagata, the Perfect One. Mara, the Evil One, alone grieves

not. He is full of triumphant joy. The artist deemed it unnecessary

to give an explanation of this scene.

The fourth group is the picture in the lower right-hand corner.

The legends which are preserved in Chinese translations only, and

have not as yet become accessible to Western readers unfamiliar

with Chinese literature, contain the report that Buddha's mother

descended from heaven to lament over the death of her son.^ At her

approach the body of the Tathagata was again animated with life,

through the mysterious power of the Buddha, and the Buddha
arose from the coffin, folding his hands as a token of filial affection,

preaching the glorious doctrine to his mother. The inscription

reads: "The World
j
Honored One

|
before

|
his mother

|

seated

I

preaches
|

the Dharma."

The Chinese version of the Mahaparinirvana-Sutra contains

the story that, before the arrival of Kashyapa, the coffin refused to

move, and the Mallas were unable to lift it. The inscription reads :

"The Mai
|

las''^
|

[trying] to move
|

the coffin
|

without
|

[being

able] to lift it."

A Buddhist legend tells that Buddha wanted Kashyapa to be

recognised as his main disciple after his death, in token of which

wish the body of the Tathagata showed its feet when Kashyapa ap-

proached the coffin. We must remember that the foot-prints of a

man are regarded as the trace of his life's activity.^ The inscription

the Buddha scriptures, "There are two occasions on which a Tathagata's appearance becomes
clear and exceeding bright. In the night, Ananda, in which a Tathagata attains to the supreme
and perfect insight, and in the night in which he passes finally away in that utter passing away
which leaves nothing whatever of his earthly existence to remain."

1 1 owe my knowledge of this subject as well as others of the same kind to the oral informa-

tion of Mr. Teitaro Suzuki, a Japanese Buddhist, the translator of Acvaghoska's Discourse on the

Awakening 0/Faith in the Mahdydna.

^Mallas, which forms two characters in Chinese, literally translated means "strong men," a

coincidence which the artist utilises by painting the Mallas as wrestlers.

SThe footprint of Jesus which he made when appearing on the Via Appia to St. Peter, who
addressed him with the famous question. Quo vadis? is still preserved in a chapel at Rome.
Footprints of Buddha, of Odhin's horse, and of divinities of all kinds are well known in the
folklore of Asia and Europe.
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of this sixth group which appears on the top of the picture reads :

"The Tathagata
|

for the sake of
|

Ka
|

shyapa
|
makes visible

|

both
I

feet."

The Mallas had in vain exhausted their strength, in trying to

remove the coffin through the south gate, but now since the arrival

of Kashyapa, it lifted itself up without the assistance of any mor-

tal, passed through the north gate and placed itself upon the fu-

neral pyre. The inscription of this, the seventh, group in the series

of pictures (which is on the right-hand side, at the top) reads:

"The sacred
|

coffin
|

spontaneously
|

lifting itself up
j
to reach

|

Ku
I

shi
I

nagara^
|
castle.

The eighth and last picture appears on the left-hand side at

the top, and shows the distribution of the relics, to which much
importance is attached by Buddhist priests. When the Buddha's

body was burned there remained, beside the main bones, nothing

but little drops that oozed out, many of which were as large as

grains of rice.^ The urn containing these relics stands on the altar

and shines with a flamboyant light of transcendent glory. The in-

scription reads: " Dro
|

na
|

the B
|

rah
|
man

|
dividing

|

the

relics."

The sun which appears high in the upper region of the picture,

at the left hand, is the Nirvana, the all-illuminating spotless disc.

The picture is very different from the religious art productions

we Western people are accustomed to. Christians have the pic-

tures of Christ's crucifixion, burial, and resurrection, and in Roman
Catholic countries crucifixes are a marked feature of the landscape.

In spite of all differences, however, in both the dogmatic conception

and the national manner of artistic production, there is a decided

kinship of spirit, indicating the sameness of the problem of death,

by which mankind is confronted everywhere and also an undeniable

similarity of the religious sentiment that animates the solutions in

which different people have found comfort.

\ Kushinagara consists of three Chinese characters. The Indian village is here represented

as a Chinese castle or lordly mansion.

2 For details see the communication of the Rev. Seelakkhandha, a Buddhist High Priest of

Ceylon, in The Open Court, Vol. XI., No. 2, pp. 123-125.



THE ORIGINS OF MITHRAISM.'

BY PROFESSOR FRANZ CUMONT.

IN that unknown epoch when the ancestors of the Persians were

still united with those of the Hindus, they were already wor-

shippers of Mithra. The hymns of the Vedas celebrated his name

as did those of the Avesta, and despite the differences obtaining

between the two theological systems of which these books were the

expression, the Vedic Mitra and the Iranian Mithra have preserved

so many traits of resemblance that it is impossible to entertain any

doubt concerning their common origin. Both religions saw in him

a god of light, invoked together with Heaven, bearing in the one

case the name of Varuna and in the other that of Ahura ;
in ethics

he was recognised as the protector of truth, the antagonist of false-

hood and error. But the sacred poetry of India has preserved of

him an obscured memory only. A single fragment, and even that

partially effaced, is all that has been specially dedicated to him.

He appears mainly in incidental allusions,—the silent witnesses of

his ancient grandeur. Still, though his physiognomy is not so dis-

tinctly limned in the Sanskrit literature as it is in the writings of

the Zends, the faintness of its outlines is not sufficient to disguise

the primitive identity of his character.

According to a recent theory, this god, with whom the peoples

of Europe were unacquainted, was not a member of the ancient

Aryan pantheon. Mitra-Varuna, and the five other Adityas cele-

brated by the Vedas, likewise Mithra-Ahura and the Amshaspands,

who according to the Avestan conception surrounding the Creator,

are o\i this theory nothing but the sun, the moon, and the planets,

the worship of which was adopted by the Indo-Iranians " from a

neighboring people, their superiors in the knowledge of the starry

1 Extracted by the author from his Textes et Monuments figuris relatifs aux mystires dt

Mithra (Brussels: H. Lamertin). Translated by T. J. McCormack.
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firmament," who could be none other than the Accadian or Semitic

inhabitants of Babylonia. But this hypothetical adoption, if it really

took place, must have occurred in a prehistoric epoch, and it will

be sufficient for us to state, without attempting to dissipate the ob-

scurity of these primitive times, the simple fact that the tribes of

Iran have never ceased to worship Mitra from their first assump-

tion of worldly power till the day of their conversion to Islam.

In the Avesta, Mithra is the genius of the celestial light. He
appears before sun-rise on the rocky summits of the mountains;

during the day he traverses the wide firmament in his chariot

drawn by four white horses, and when night falls he still illumi-

nates with flickering glow the surface of the earth, "ever waking,

ever watchful." He is neither sun, nor moon, nor stars, but

watches with "his hundred ears and his hundred eyes" the

world. Mithra hears all, sees all, knows all : none can deceive

him. By a natural transition he has thus become for ethics the

god of truth and integrity, the one that was invoked in the solemn

vows, that pledged the fulfilment of contracts, that punished per-

jurors.

The light that dissipates darkness, restores happiness and life

on earth ; the heat that accompanies it fecundates nature. Mithra

is "the lord of the wide pastures," the one that renders them fer-

tile. "He giveth increase, he giveth abundance, he giveth cattle,

he giveth progeny and life " He scatters the waters of the heavens

and causes the plants to come forth from the ground; on them that

honor him, he bestows health of body, abundance of riches, and

talented posterity. For he is the dispenser not only of material

blessings but of spiritual advantages as well. His is the beneficent

genius that accords peace of conscience, wisdom, and honor along

with prosperity, and causes harmony to reign among all his votaries.

The devas, who inhabit the places of darkness, disseminate on earth

along with barrenness and suffering all manner of vice and impur-

ity. Mithra, "wakeful and sleepless, protects the creation of

Mazda" against their machinations. He combats unceasingly the

spirits of evil ; and the iniquitous that serve them feel also the

terrible visitations of his wrath. From his celestial eyrie he spies out

his enemies ; armed in fullest panoply he swoops down upon them,

scatters and slaughters them. He desolates and lays waste the

homes of the wicked, he annihilates the tribes and the nations that

are hostile to him. On the other hand he is the puissant ally of

the faithful in their warlike expeditions. The blows of their ene-

mies "miss their mark, for Mithra, sore incensed, hath received
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them"; and he assures victory unto them that "have had fit in-

struction in the Good, that honor him and offer him the sacrificial

libations."

This character of god of hosts, which is the predominating trait

in Mithra from the days of the Achaemenides, undoubtedly be-

came accentuated in the period of confusion during which the Iran-

ian tribes were still at war with one another ; but it is after all only

the development of the ancient conception of struggle between

the day and the night. In general, the picture that the Avesta

offers us of the old Aryan deity, is, as we have already said, sim-
'

ilar to that which the Vedas have drawn in less marked outlines,

and it hence follows that Mazdaism left unaltered the main foun-

dation of its primitive nature.

Still, though the Avestan hymns furnish the distinctest glimpses

of the true physiognomy of the ancient God of light, the Zoroas-

trian system, in adopting his worship, has singularly lessened his

importance. As the price of his admission to the Avestan Heaven,

he was compelled to submit to its laws. Theology had placed

Ahura-Mazda on the pinnacle of the celestial hierarchy, and thence-

forward it could recognise none as his peer. Mithra was not even

made one of the six Amshaspands that aided the supreme deity in

governing the universe. He was relegated, with the majority of

the ancient divinities of nature, to the host of lesser genii or Yazatas

created by Mazda. He was associated with some of the deified ab-

stractions which the Persians had learned to worship. As protector

of warriors, he received for his companion, Verethraghna, or Vic-

tory ; as the defender of the truth, he was associated with the pious

Sraosha, or Obedience to divine law, with Rashnu, Justice, with

Arshtat, Rectitude. As the tutelar genius of prosperity, he is in-

voked with Ashi-Vanuhi, Riches, and with Parendi, Abundance.

In company with Sraosha and Rashnu, he protects the soul of the

Just against the demons that struggle to drag it to Hell, and under

their guardianship it soars aloft to Paradise. This Iranian belief

gave birth to the doctrine of redemption by Mithra, which we find

developed in the Occident.

At the same time, his cult was subjected to a rigorous cere-

monial, conforming to the Mazdean liturgy. Sacrificial offerings

were made to him of "small cattle and large, and of flying birds."

These immolations were preceded or accompanied with moderate

libations of the juice of Haoma, and with the recitation of ritual

prayers,—the bundle of sacred twigs {baresmati) always in the hand.

But before daring to approach the altar, the votary was obliged to
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purify himself by repeated ablutions and flagellations. These rigor-

ous prescriptions recall the rite of baptism and the corporeal tests

imposed on the Roman mystics before initiation.

Mithra, thus, was adopted in the theological system of Zoro-

astrianism ; a convenient place was assigned to him in the divine

hierarchy; he was associated with companions of unimpeachable

orthodoxy ; homage was rendered to him on the same footing with

the other genii. But his puissant personality had not bent lightly

to the rigorous restrictions that had been imposed upon him, and

there are to be found in the sacred text vestiges of a more ancient

conception, according to which he occupied in the Iranian pan-

theon a much more elevated position. Several times he is invoked

in company with Ahura : the two gods form a pair, for the light of

Heaven and Heaven itself are in their nature inseparable. Further-

more, if it is said that Ahura created Mithra as he did all things, it

is likewise said that he made him just as great and worthy as him-

self. Mithra is indeed Sijazaia, but he is also the most potent and

most glorious of the yazatas. "Ahura- Mazda established him as

the protector of the entire movable world, to watch over it." It is

through the agency of this ever-victorious warrior that the Supreme
Being destroys the demons and causes even the Spirit of Evil,

Ahriman himself, to tremble.

Compare these texts with the celebrated passage in which

Plutarch expounds the dualistic doctrine of the Persians : Oro-

mazes dwells in the domain of eternal light "as far above the sun

as the sun is distant from the earth," Ahriman reigns in the realm

of darkness, and Mithra occupies an intermediary place between

them. The beginning of the Bundahish expounds a quite similar

theory, save that in place of Mithra it is the air {Vayti) that is

placed between Ormuzd and Ahriman. The contradiction is only

one of terms, for according to Iranian ideas the air is indissolubly

conjoined with the light, which it is thought to support. In fine,

a supreme god, enthroned in the empyrean above the stars, where

a perpetual serenity exists ; below him an active deity, his emis-

sary and chief of the celestial armies in their constant combat with

the Spirit of Darkness, who from the bowels of Hell sends forth

his devas to the surface of the earth,-—this is the religious concep-

tion, far simpler than that of Zoroastrianism, which appears to

have been generally accepted among the subjects of the Achae-

menides.

The conspicuous role that the religion of the ancient Persians

accorded to Mithra is attested by a multitude of proofs. He alone,
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with the goddess Anahita, is invoked in the inscriptions of Arta-

xerxes alongside of Ahura-Mazda. The "great kings" were cer-

tainly very closely attached to him, and looked upon him as their

special protector. He it is whom they call to bear witness to the

truth of their words, and whom they invoke on the eve of battle.

They unquestionably regarded him as the god that brought victory

to monarchs ; he it was, they thought, that caused that mysterious

light to descend upon them which, according to the Mazdean be-

lief, is a guaranty of perpetual success to princes, whose authority

it consecrates.

The nobility followed the example of the sovereign. The great

number of theophorous, or God-bearing, names, compounded with

that of Mithra, which were borne by their members from remotest

antiquity, is proof of the fact that the reverence for this god was

general among them.

Mithra occupied a large place in the official cult. In the cal-

ender the seventh month was dedicated to him and also doubtless

the sixteenth day of each month. At the time of his festival, the

king, if we may believe Ctesias, was permitted to indulge in copi-

ous libations in his honor and to execute the sacred dances. Cer-

tainly this festival was the occasion of solemn sacrifices and stately

ceremonies. The Mithrakana were famed throughout all Hither

Asia, and in their form Mihragdn were destined to be celebrated, in

modern times, by Mussulman Persia at the commencement of win-

ter. The fame of Mithra extended to the borders of the ^gean
Sea ; he is the only Iranian god whose name was popular in ancient

Greece, and this fact alone proves how deeply he was venerated by

the nations of the great neighboring empire.

The religion observed by the monarch and by the entire aris-

tocracy that aided him in governing his vast territories could not

possibly remain confined to a few provinces of his empire. We
know that Artaxerxes Ochus had caused statues of the goddess

Anahita to. be erected in his different capitals, at Babylon, Damas,

and Sardis, as well as at Susa, Ecbatana, and Persepolis. Bab-

ylon, in particular, being the winter residence of the sovereigns,

was the seat of a numerous body of official clergy, called Mogi,

who sat in authority over the indigenous priests. The prerogatives

that the imperial protocol guaranteed to this official clergy could

not render them exempt from the influence of the powerful sacer-

dotal caste that flourished beside them. The erudite and refined

theology of the Chaldeans was thus superposed on the primitive

Mazdean belief, which was rather a congeries of traditions than a
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well-established body of definite beliefs. The legends of the two

religions were assimilated, their divinities were identified, and the

Semitic worship of the stars (astrolatry), the monstrous fruit of

long-continued scientific observations, became amalgamated with

the nature-myths of the Iranians. Ahura-Mazda was confounded

with Bel, who reigned over the heavens, Anahita was likened to

Ishtar, who presided over the planet Venus, while Mithra became

the Sun, Shamash. As Mithra in Persia, so Shamash in Babylon

is the god of justice; like him, he also appears in the east, on the

summits of mountains, and pursues his daily course across the

heavens in a resplendent chariot; like him, finally, he too gives

victory to the arms of warriors, and is the protector of kings. The

transformation wrought by Semitic theories in the beliefs of the

Persians was of so profound a character that, centuries after, in

Rome, the original home of Mithra was not infrequently placed on

the banks of the Euphrates. According to Ptolemy, this potent

solar deity was worshipped in all the countries that stretched from

India to Assyria.

But Babylon was a step only in the propagation of Mazdaism.

Very early the Magi had crossed Mesopotamia and penetrated to

the heart of Asia Minor. Even under the first of the Achaemenides,

it appears, they established themselves in multitudes in Armenia,

where the indigenous religion gradually succumbed to their cult,

and also in Cappadocia, where their altars still burned in great

numbers in the days of the great geographer Strabo. Thej-

swarmed, at a very remote epoch, into distant Pontus, into Gala-

tia, into Phrygia. In Lydia even, under the reign of the Antonines,

their descendants still chanted their barbaric hymns in a sanctuary

attributed to Cyrus. These communities, in Cappadocia at least,

were destined to survive the triumph of Christianity and to be per-

petuated until the fifth century of our era, faithfully transmitting

from generation to generation their manners, usages, and modes of

worship.

At first blush the fall of the empire of Darius would appear to

have been necessarily fatal to these religious colonies, so widely

scattered and henceforward to be severed from the country of their

birth. But in point of fact it was precisely the contrary that hap-

pened, and the Magi found in the Diadochi, the successors of Alex-

ander the Great, no less efficient protection than that which they

enjoyed under the Great King and his satraps. After the dismem-

berment of the empire of Alexander, there were established in

Pontus, Cappadocia, Armenia, and Commagene, dynasties which
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the complaisant genealogists of the day feigned to trace back to

the Achaemenian kings. Whether these royal houses were of Iran-

ian descent or not, their supposititious descent nevertheless im-

posed upon them the obligation of worshipping the gods of their

fictitious ancestors. In opposition to the Greek kings of Pergamus

and Antioch, they represented the ancient traditions in religion and

politics. These princes and the magnates of their entourage took a

sort of aristocratic pride in slavishly imitating the ancient masters

of Asia. While not evincing outspoken hostility to other religions

practised in their domains, they yet reserved special favors for the

temples of the Mazdean divinities. Oromazes (Ahura-Mazda),

Omanos (Vohumano), Artagnes (Verethraghna), Anai'tis (Anahita),

and still others received their homage. But Mithra, above all, was

the object of their predilection. The monarchs of these nations

cherished for him a devotion that was in some measure personal, as

the frequency of the name Mithradates in all their families attests.

Evidently Mithra had remained for them, as he had been for the

Artaxerxes and the Dariuses, the god that gave monarchs victory,

—the manifestation and enduring guaranty of their legitimate

rights.

This reverence for Persian customs, inherited from legendary

ancestors, this idea that piety is the bulwark of the throne and the

sole condition of success, is explicitly affirmed in the pompous in-

scription engraved on the colossal tomb that Antiochus I , Epi-

phanes, of Commagene (69-34 B. C), erected on a spur of the

mountain-range Taurus, commanding a distant view of the valley

of the Euphrates. But, being a descendant by his mother of the

Seleucidae of Syria, and supposedly by his father of Darius, son of

Hystaspes, the king of Commagene merged the memories of his

double origin, and blended together the gods and the rites of the

Persians and the Greeks, just as in his own dynasty the name of

Antiochus alternated with that of Mithradates.

Similarly in the neighboring countries, the Iranian princes and

priests gradually succumbed to the growing power of the Grecian

civilisation. Under the Achaemenides, all the different nations

lying between the Pontus Euxinus and Mount Taurus were suf-

fered by the tolerance of the central authority to practice their

local cults, customs, and languages. But in the great confusion

caused b}^ the collapse of the Persian empire, all political and reli-

gious barriers were demolished. Heterogeneous races had sud-

denly come in contact with one another, and as a result Hither Asia

passed through a phase of syncretism analogous to that which is
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more distinctly observable under the Roman empire. The con-

tact of all the theologies of the Orient and all the philosophies of

Greece produced the most startling combinations, and the compe-
tition between the different creeds became exceedingly brisk. Many
of the Magi, from Armenia to Phrygia and Lydia, then doubtless

departed from their traditional reserve to devote themselves to ac-

tive propaganda, and like the Jews of the same epoch they suc-

ceeded in gathering around them numerous proselytes. Later,

when persecuted by the Christian emperors, they were obliged to

revert to their quondam exclusiveness, and to relapse into a rigor-

ism that kept growing more and more inaccessible.

The definitive form that Mithraism assumed will receive brief

consideration in our next article.



OPEN INSPIRATION VERSUS A CLOSED
CANON AND INFALLIBLE BIBLE.

BY PROF. CHARLES W. PEARSON.

JESUS told the Scribes and Pharisees that they had made " the word of God of

none effect through their tradition." Very many of our religious teachers are

to-day doing the same thing. Modern preaching lacks truth and power because so

many churches cling to an utterly untenable tradition that the Bible is an infallible

book. This dogma is their besetting sin. It is the golden calf of their idolatrous

worship. It is the palpable lie that gives the ring of insincerity to all their moral

exhortations. If theologians wish to regain their lost intellectual leadership or

even to possess an influence on the thoughtful part of the community, co-ordinate

with that of poets, philosophers, and men of science, they must throw aside the

dogma of an infallible Bible as completely and frankly as Protestants have thrown

aside the dogma of an infallible pope.

The Bible is the most precious of all books. Its teachmg that man is a child

of God and heir of heaven ennobles human life, and is the great basis of virtue,

happiness, and high achievement. All other charters and constitutions are small

in value beside the documents and titles that the prophets and apostles and Jesus

Christ have left us. The Bible is a noble collection of law, history, biography,

precept, and poetry. Of all writers, the psalmists and prophets, evangelists and

apostles best deserve Wordsworth's eulogy :

" Blessings be with them and eternal praise.

Who gave us nobler loves and nobler cares,

The poets who on earth have made us heirs

Of truth and pure delight by heavenly lays."

But the great spiritual treasure of the Bible is in an earthen vessel, and the

water of life has been colored by the medium which has preserved it. The cred-

ulous and the ignorant disciple, the allegorist and the poet, the priest and the

scribe, in their efforts to expound and popularise religious truth, have all more or

less clogged and corrupted the spiritual message of the prophets, and our teachers

must frankly recognise this fact. Let us look at a few examples of tares among the

Bible wheat.

There is a story in the book of Daniel that Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego
for refusing to bow down to the image of a Babylonian king were cast into a burn-

ing fiery furnace, the flames of which slew those that threw them into it, and yet

the lire had no power upon the three opponents of idolatry. " Not a hair of their

heads was singed, neither were their coats changed, nor the smell of fire had passed

on them." (Dan. iii. 27.) He must be a very bold or a very ignorant man who
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will assert that he believes that this account is literally true. It is certainly a thou-

sand times more probable that it is a legend or allegory.

We read in the book of Kings that when Elijah fled from Ahab and dwelt in

the wilderness " the ravens brought him bread and flesh in the morning and bread

and flesh in the evening." (i Kings xvii. 6.) We read in that quaint mediaeval

book, The Voyages and Travels of Sir John Mandeville, that the monks of the

church of St. Catharine at Mount Sinai have plenty of olive oil for their lamps

"by God's miracle; for the ravens, crows, and choughs and other fowls of that

country, assemble there once every year, and fly thither as in pilgrimage ; and

each brings a branch of bays or olive in its beak, instead of ofiering and leaves it

there ; of which the monks make great plenty of oil." The story of Elijah's ravens

and Mandeville's story of the ravens of St. Catharine's monastery are akin. They

are mere poetic fancies, one as untrue and incredible as the other.

We read that Elijah smote the waters with his mantle and " they divided

hither and thither," so that he and his companions " went over on dry ground."

(2 Kings ii. 8.) Elijah is said to have miraculously multiplied meal and oil, and

even to have raised the dead, (i Kings xvii. 8-23 )

With his successor Elisha the myth-making fancy has been even more active.

He, too, was said to have had power over the elements. He divided the waters

with his mantle and went through Jordan dry-shod (2 Kings ii. 14), he made iron

to swim (2 Kings vi. 6), he multiplied a widow's single pot of oil until it filled many
vessels (2 Kings iv. 1-7). He, too, raised the dead. (2 Kings iv. 18-37.) Some
of these stories are crude and childish, some are pathetic and sublime, but they

are all alike legendary and not historic.

It is impossible to draw any dividing line between these alleged miracles in the

Old Testament and similar accounts in the Gospels and Acts of the Apostles.

When a gate opens "of its own accord" to let Peter through (Acts xii. 10), we
think of the story of Elisha and the axe that he made to swim. When Jesus is

represented as multiplying loaves and fishes to feed a great multitude, we think of

the widow's barrel of meal multiplied by Elijah and the cruse of oil increased by

Elisha. When Jesus is represented as walking on the lake of Gennesaret, we think

of Moses dividing the Red Sea and of Elijah and Elisha cleaving the waters of the

Jordan. The story of the raising of the son of the widow of Nain by Jesus recalls

the story of the raising of the son of the Shunammuite woman by Elisha. The
legendary element is as obvious and as indisputable in the New Testament as in

the Old.

It is admitted by all commentators that the differences in substance and style

in the books of the Bible correspond to the differences in the temperaments and

opinions of the writers of the respective books. John's Gospel differs from Mark's

because the intellectual and spiritual endowments of those who wrote them were

different. The writings of Isaiah differ from those of Jeremiah and Ezekiel be-

cause the men themselves differed, and so on through the whole list of books and

authors. Carrying the reasoning a step further, it means that every sentence in

every book in the whole Bible is the thought of some man or woman, inspired by

God, the ultimate source of all power and wisdom.

The only question is. How did God communicate the contents of the Book tn

man? Nobody maintains that he handed a parchment scroll down from heaven.

The ten commandments were indeed said to have been written by the finger of

God on tables of stone. If this language is not figurative, it is legendary and in-

credible, and no similar claim is made for any other part of the Bible. How, then,
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were the Psalms, the Gospels, and the Epistles written ? Did God write any one

of them on any material substance so that the physical eye of the human author

saw the writing and transcribed it ? Did he speak the words aloud so that they

came to the outward ear like a telephone message ? Surely, no reverent and in-

telligent man will accept either of these views. No book, no chapter, no verse, no

word in the Bible was ever so communicated. God is a spirit and speaks to man
as a spirit and through the spirit. All spiritual truth comes to man through his

brain and conscience, and one man receives more and another less, because of the

differences in the hearts and minds and wills of men. Some men seek to know and

love and obey the will of God, and naturally that will is more clearly and abun-

dantly made known to them than it is to those who do not seek to know it, do not

love it, and do not obey it " Ask and ye shall receive ; seek and ye shall find,"

says Jesus. " If any man will do God's will, he shall know of the doctrine whether

it be of God." (John vii. 17.)

This is a view of inspiration which agrees with all the facts. It gives a very

high degree of authority to many parts of the Bible and a much lower one to other

parts, and permits a changed interpretation or the rejection of such parts of the

book as from time to time are superseded by God's later revelations to his chosen

prophets and to all his people.

The Bible nowhere intimates (not even in Rev. xxii. 18, ig) that the canon of

scripture is closed, but in hundreds of passages we are taught that God's revelation

of himself to man is universal and continuous. The true light is said to enlighten

every man that cometh into the world. (John i. 18.) Jesus said that the Holy

Spirit would lead his followers into all truth. The burden of every apostle's ex-

hortation is, "Quench not the spirit, resist not the Holy Ghost."

Every message from heaven comes to us colored and shaped and limited by

some man's personality, and must be discarded or altered or supplemented, accord-

ing to the new knowledge and the new needs of men. Vox popuU, I'ox dei. Hu-
manity is the great ecumenical council. The race is greater than its greatest rep-

resentatives. The religious consciousness of men, perennially quickened by the

divine spirit, is forever testing every spiritual dogma and ideal, and is continually

elevating the intellectual and moral standard of the race.

Those who perceive that this is true have no difficulty with any passage in the

Bible. They may cordially recognise that what is now a scientific error was once

a scientific advance, that what is now relatively low morality, even that what would

now be an atrocious crime was once done with a sincere belief that it was in ac-

cord with God's will.

Such a view relieves the churches of the present day of any responsibility for

scientific error and for the odium attaching to the passages enjoining a war of ex-

termination, the slaughter of whole nations, men, women, and children (Deut. xx.

16, 17), the killing of prophets and reformers (Deut. xiii); slavery (Lev. xxv. 44-46);

the polygamy of Jacob, David, Solomon and other patriarchs and prophets ; the

refusal of divorce for drunkenness, cruelty, or desertion (Mat. v. 32); and the pas-

sages on the nature and status of women which are so fiercely resented by some of

the sex and are a pain and perplexity to thousands of the church's most loving and
helpful members, (i Cor. xi. 3, g.)

The great spiritual teachings of the Bible rest upon absolute and eternal truth,

but its history and science are always imperfect and often erroneous. Only the

most ignorant still believe in witchcraft and demoniacal possession. Not "the
stars in their courses " only, not merely astronomy, but geology and biology have
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shown that the story of creation in Genesis is poetic and not scientific. The Church

cannot afford to uphold primitive conceptions which are opposed by every school

book on the subjects in question, or barbarous ethics which are condemned by

every moralist and legislator.

It will be asked in dismay by conservative people what is left to the Church if

it accepts these views. I answer : An infinitely truer, richer, and more spiritual

religion. Faith, hope, and charity are left. The moral law is left. The Bible it-

self is left and all its spiritual teachings are freed from the dead body of tradition

and quickened into new life.

The great task of the Church is to continue and expand the work of Jesus, to

get rid of the traditions which " make the word of God of none effect," and to de-

velop faith in direct and immediate communion with the Father. In other words,

we must discard all error as soon as we discover it to be error, and accept all truth

as soon as we become convinced that it is truth.

Spiritual revelation in the past legendary age was bound up with legend ; spir-

itual revelation in the present scientific age must be based upon science. "The
truth shall make you free," says Jesus. The love of truth is the great liberating

and unifying force in all lines of inquiry and conduct.

Truth is real and objective and is eventually discovered by all honest and

competent seekers after it. But those who wilfully refuse or neglect the truth have

no basis of agreement whatever, but are at the mercy of their individual prejudices

and caprices, and are lost in the endless mazes of error.

Religious teachers cannot safely oppose or ignore the exact sciences. Ignorant

men, no matter how pure and honest they may be, cannot to-day direct the world's

affairs. Nor can wise men, leaders in science, in commerce and in finance, econo-

mists and philanthropists work effectively through merely secular agencies. They
must lay hold upon the mighty spiritual aspirations through which man joins his

feebleness to the omnipotence of his divine Creator.

The existing Churches by laying aside their legends and superstitions and ac-

cepting reverently all truth as it is revealed, must become fit agencies for the best

minds to utilise or must yield to new and more progressive organisations. The
evasion and suppression of truth, if persisted in, becomes mere priestcraft and im-

posture, and leads to the decay and death of any Church that permits it.

Miracles of the class before spoken of, once a help, are now a hindrance.

Those Churches which continue to teach that such legends, errors, or allegories

are literal truth, taint all the rest of their message. People are saying, and they

will say more and more, I cannot believe these stories, and I will have nothing to

do with any Church that teaches their literal truths or calls the book that contains

them infallible. It is the cowardly refusal of the Churches to admit patent facts

and to advance with the advance of knowledge, that has brought about their pres-

ent deplorable condition and the low moral state of the nation that depends so

largely upon them for spiritual guidance and strength.

But it will be said that multitudes of simple and ignorant people implicitly be-

lieve the Bible legends. Perhaps, many of the ignorant do, but certainly many of

the ignorant do not, and surely the opinions of the ignorant are not to prevent the

declaration of truth by the better informed. Truth must not be surrendered to

bigotry. Paul gave us a rule and an example for such cases when he declared that

to obstructive traditionalists he did not "give place by subjection, no, not for an

hour." (Gal. ii. 5.)

But it will be further objected that this is the infidel's view of miracles. What
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then ? Shall the prophets not denounce idolatry because the wits scoff at those

who bow down to graven images ? Wise men will accept the truth from any source.

If Christians were more ready to learn from infidels when the infidels are right,

there would soon be much less of infidelity in the world. Infidels would accept

our truth if we would accept theirs, but when they see us mistaken and unreason-

able in some very plain and simple matters they are less likely to trust our wisdom

and sincerity in more important concerns.

It is said by some that the errors in the Bible are so interwoven with the spir-

itual truths of the Gospel that the existence of errors cannot be admitted without

destroying faith in Christ's teaching and character. It is a shameful allegation.

It is the saddest and deepest infidelity, for it is equivalent to saying that Christian-

ity itself rests upon ignorance and error. There is a pseudo-Christianity that does

so rest, but the Christianity of Christ is a struggle for spiritual and intellectual

perfection and every advance in knowledge, in truth, and in righteousness tends to

strengthen, establish, and extend the influence of Jesus Christ and of the " King-

dom of God " upon earth. "Be ye perfect " is the law of Christ. His greatest

apostle so understood it, and exhorts in the words, "Add to your faith, virtue;

and to virtue, knowledge."

We require our heathen converts to renounce their errors and false traditions

and to accept new customs. Shall we be less heroic than they ? That we Prot-

estants may live up to our professions and our past we must accept new truth and

duty at all costs and at all hazards. Great, undoubtedly, will be the labor involved

in making so stupendous a change as the advance in scholarship and the new so-

cial conditions demand, yet it will not be greater than the work of the reformers

of the sixteenth century. So strong and so splendid was the mediaeval Church that

it seemed impossible to change it, yet the change was made and the great Protes-

tant bodies and the great nations which Protestantism has created are the glorious

justification of the faith and courage of those whose keen spiritual vision saw things

yet hidden from the wordly wise and selfishly prudent.

It is by perfect obedience to the conceived will of God, by seeking truth and

righteousness with the whole heart and mind and soul and strength, that the Church

has won all her great victories. Obedience to the voice of God in the soul gave

power to the prophets of Israel. Obedience to the Holy Spirit gave their " tongues

of fire" to the apostolic Church. Faith in the soul of man, and in the lawfulness

and trustworthiness of private judgment as against the claims of authority and tra-

dition enabled the Lutheran reformers to overthrow the papacy. Personal faith in

God's guidance led the Pilgrim Fathers across the sea and established a free Church

in a free State. Faith in the " inner light" and obedience to the direction of the

Holy Spirit enabled the Friends to give their powerful testimony against religious

persecution, against slavery, and against war. Faith in the doctrine of the wit-

ness of the Spirit, personal consciousness of pardon and salvation, gave joy and

power to the early Methodists.

Quench not the Spirit, resist not the Holy Ghost, is the burden of all Scrip-

ture and all history. Obedience to truth and duty as revealed by God to every

man's conscience is the eternal principle of spiritual life, surrender of personal

conviction through fear of man or love of the world is the eternal principle of

death.

It is the spirit of truth, the purpose to discover and apply the whole truth on

every subject that has given science in these later years its amazing progress, a

spirit that makes every scientific man a co-worker with the omnipotent God and
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every great scientific association a true ecumenical council, declaring unto men the

will of the Most High,

It was the spirit of truth in them that made Milton, Carlyle, Ruskin, and

Emerson (all of whom were intended for the ministry of the Church, but all of

whom on closer view rebelled against her errors, her narrowness, timidity, and

sloth), to become, instead of priests of little parishes, prophets of great nations.

From Abraham, who left his country and his kindred; from Moses, whore-

fused to be called the son of Pharaoh's daughter; from Paul, who counted not

himself to have apprehended but who pressed onward ; from every saint and hero

ancient and modern, we learn that the greatness of all the great comes from using

all the light and exerting all the power at their command.

My plea is that the official leaders of the Churches, those who have the neces-

sary scholarship and the administrative responsibilities should unite to change the

prevailing policy of silence, inactivity, and obstruction in regard to the results of

modern scientific and biblical scholarship into one of sympathy and encouragement

for absolute freedom of inquiry and exposition. Present preaching is evasive,

present Sunday-school teaching is inadequate and almost farcical. Thorough re-

search and full frank exposition of results would amazingly quicken the intellectual

and spiritual life of the Church. Cannot the policy of inertia and suppression be

changed ? Cannot all the sciences be made tributary to religions ? Cannot Chris-

tianity be based upon progressive truth instead of upon mouldering tradition ?

In what respect, I ask, is it more moral in our day for the Churches to teach

miracles instead of law than it would be for colleges to teach astrology instead of

astronomy or alchemy instead of chemistry ? There is the same obligation on

every teacher to teach truth and not error, to increase knowledge and not to ob-

struct it; and in the case of the clergyman there is the voluntary additional obli-

gation of a vow to follow the example of the most daring and self-sacrificing of all

spiritual leaders who has expressly commanded all who want to be his disciples to

be led by the Holy Spirit into new truth and to let their light shine, who has ex-

pressly condemned the man who buried his talent, and has told his followers not

to fear the opposition or persecution of men but to fear God only.

It ought to be evident to the authorities in the Churches that while Christ is

ever growing in power and is, indeed, drawing all men unto him, the Churches are

more and more looked upon as incomplete and unsatisfactory agencies for carrying

on his work. If the leading Protestant Churches are not to sink into a position

like that of the Catholic Church, one in which reason is wholly subject to authority

and is grossly outraged and scorned ; if the Protestant Churches are not going

henceforth to make their appeal only to the ignorant, the weak, and the credulous;

if instead of being a body of investigators and expositors, a brotherhood of seers

and prophets, preachers are not to degenerate into a mere priesthood and Church

services into sacramentarianism and ritual, it is certainly high time for the leaders

in the Churches to denounce known errors and to formulate a programme for in-

tellectual and spiritual advance.

It does not now require the exceptional courage and foresight of a Hume or a

Strauss to recognise the mythical character of the biblical miracles. We live in

the age of Darwin and Huxley, of the Encyclopaedia Biblica and of the science of

criticism, and for the Churches to ignore the conclusions of the whole scientific

world and of their own best scholars is at once fatuous and culpable.

To conclude, we hear much about efforts to purify politics, to control trusts,

and prevent the concentration of wealth in the hands of the few. But corruption
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and greed cannot be cured by legislation. They are diseases of the soul and must

be cured by agencies that appeal directly to the soul. The true word of God, if

faithfully preached, will reach the hearts of men now as it did when spoken by the

mouth of John the Baptist, of Jesus, of Paul, of Knox, and of Wesley. But merely

perfunctory professional appeals, appeals which are clogged by irrational dogmas
and by superstitious rites are easily and contemptuously thrust aside by clear-

headed, energetic men of affairs. If the Church of to-day is to control the business

men of to-day it must meet them fairly upon the plane of their intelligence. It

must be as accurate, as energetic, as straightforward as they. It must preach liv-

ing truth to men who deal with living values and forces. It must avail itself of

the life-saving energy of the divine spirit as that spirit is now working among men.

The Protestant fathers must be judged by their light, we shall be judged by

ours. Emerging from mediaeval ignorance and needing a weapon with which to

defend themselves against the usurped authority of popes, who claimed infallibil-

ity, the theologians of the Reformation might once in good faith preach an "in-

fallible Bible," and " the times of this ignorance God winked at," but surely now
he commands his prophets and apostles to rise to the spiritual plane of Christ's

teaching and to follow him in denouncing the myths and legends, the traditions and

superstitions, the worldliness and sin that make the living word of God of none

effect. When this is done there will be a basis for a revival of spiritual religion,

but as long as our creeds and preaching rest upon what is known to be a false as-

sumption, all exhortations by the Churches to religion are inconsistent and hypo-

critical, and all accessions of members to them add little to their strength.
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TAXATION OF CAPITAL DISCOURAGES THRIFT.

Henry George in his Progress and Poverty points out the importance of the

mode of taxation and proves conclusively that whenever commodities, or certain

kinds of trade, or luxuries, etc., are taxed, there will be a diminution of the object

of taxation far beyond the returns of the tax.

An income tax is odious on account of the prying system which it involves,

and the greatest statesmen deemed it best to abolish it as soon as practicable. But

a property tax is worse because it taxes all possessions according to value, whether

or not they bring returns,—libraries, paintings, pianos, sewing machines, factories.

For consistency's sake titles and degrees ought to be included. A doctor's degree

costs a physician years of labor and expense ; it is worth more than the best piano

if the mere expense of its acquisition is considered, and may even be considered to

bring returns. It is an investment forming part of the practitioner's capital stock.

Some time ago there was a window tax introduced in some Dutch cities which

resulted in the reduction of windows and induced people to build unhealthy houses,

badly ventilated and poorly lighted by the sun.

Considering the fact that all taxes work as a bane, everything is taxed that is

apt to become a public nuisance; thus we tax dogs, saloons, cigars, and tobacco

in any form. Taxes do not cut down the goods taxed to the amount of the return

of the tax, but about five times, or ten, or even more in proportion. If dogs be

worth on an average five dollars each, and a tax of one dollar per dog be imposed,

which in a certain township would mean a total tax of, say, five thousand dollars,

we may be sure that at least five thousand more dogs would, but for the tax, be

living in that district. Taxation is the most effective method of restriction. It has

not, upon the public economy of our social organism, the beneficial effect which is

produced by the pruning of grape-vine, but is like cutting off the roots. Shall we,

in the face of this truth, continue our vicious system of taxing property, as if the

possession of property were a nuisance that must be restricted and hindered?

A tax on wealth will discourage the production of wealth ; it is a punishment

of thrift and will drive capital out of the country. That the rich man should pay

higher taxes than the poor man is but just, but to put the tax upon property, not

upon income, and to boot make it so outrageously high as to become absolutely

ruinous unless it be considerably mitigated by a general connivance, is a very un-

wise affair which ought to be abolished. The tax hits capital, not one or two

capitalists, and it serves more to prevent the poor from acquiring capital than to

reduce the wealth of the wealthy.

The principle of taxing property is supported by a sentiment which is deeply in-
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grained in human nature, being based upon the hoary and time-honored notion

that riches can be acquired only through extortion, that therefore the possession of

wealth indicates wickedness and that its owner ought to be punished. Taxation of

property practically discourages thrift and puts a premium on poverty. Would it

not be better to encourage the accumulation of wealth and frame the laws in such

a way as to induce the wage-earner to become a capitalist and thus develop into a

responsible share-holder of our general prosperity ?

But how to prescribe a tax that would hurt no interests whatever, that is the

question ? Who can solve the problem ?

What of the single tax ?

No doubt, the single tax possesses many alluring features, and in the brilliant

exposition of Henry George's P)-ogycss and Poverty it would seem preferable to

any other system of taxation, but it would fall hard on the farmer and expropriate

an element of our social conditions, the landowner, important on account of its

conservative tendencies, the beneficent -influence of which should not be under-

rated. Taxes are always a burden, and though the single tax cannot tax the land

out of existence, it abolishes, if consistently and rigorously carried out, the home-

stead, changing the farmer into a tenant. For all that, Henry George's arguments

remain worthy of deeper study, and we might after all accept much of them as

true. His system may prove salutary in a modified form.

The policy of our legislators ought to be to encourage, not to reduce the pro-

duction of capital. The law presses most severely, not upon the big capitalist, but

upon the small thrifty man who attempts to save and is punished for doing so by

taxation. He has no means of escape and is at the mercy of the assessor. It is in

the prevention of the growth of small capitalists where the law works more mis-

chief than in the reduction of the wealth of the wealthy whose power of resistance

has grown strong enough to survive its injurious effects.

Is perhaps the endeavor to find the right method of taxation a problem that

is comparable to the squaring of the circle? Who can tell ?

The present number contains an important contribution to the problem of

taxation by a man who is competent to discuss it, Judge Arba N. Waterman, and

we have complemented his article by the publication of extracts of a symposium

on the subject which took place some time ago in the Sunset Club of Chicago.

REPRESENTATION WITHOUT TAXATION.

Revolutions are the expression of a protest against existing conditions, and it

is a fact that almost all revolutions have taken their origin from a dissatisfacction

with unjust modes of taxation or overtaxation. The inhabitants of the thirteen

colonies broke away from England because they refused to pay the tea-tax and in

sisted upon the principle, "No taxation without representation." In our days we

are confronted with a problem which is the reverse: in the administration of our

cities we have representation without taxation. In other words, the irresponsible

voter who pays no taxes at all possesses a paramout influence upon the disburse-

ment of municipal funds, the result of which is the sad spectacle of boodling and

squandering public money that is attempted and frequently accomplished in our

big cities.

What is the remedy? p. c.
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A SYMPOSIUM ON TAXATION.

Some time ago the Tax Problem was made the subject of a discussion in the

Sunset Club of Chicago and the question was raised : "Is the New Revenue Law

a Success?
"

Judge Thos. A. Moran granted that the new revenue law was a great improve-

ment upon the old system, but he claimed that the principle back of it was vicious.

The honesty and ability of the assessors was not only doubted, but they were praised

for their efforts ; and yet the system of taxation which obtains here was severely

criticised and unanimously condemned. We here reproduce extracts from three

speeches.

THE assessors' BURDEN.

BY ROY O. WEST,'

Chairman of the Board of Review.

The Board of Review heard about forty thousand people during its sittings,

during July, August and September. It called in on its own motion about twenty-

five thousand people, individuals, firms and corporations, about eight thousand of

whose taxes it raised. I refer now to personal property. The Board of Review

also heard complaints on real estate about sixteen hundred in number, in some of

which complaints there were as many as one or two hundred pieces of property.

The list presented by Mr. Potter Palmer's agents must have contained at least two

hundred separate pieces of real estate in this county ; others were almost as large.

In this great rush, during the hot season, with a hostile public—and you cannot

blame the public if they are hostile under the circumstances—with people un-

certain, it was a tremendous task that confronted us. In that work we admit that

we made mistakes. However, many mistakes which are claimed, are not mistakes
;

and men of great wealth and concerns of great wealth in this town will, this year,

for the first time, much against their pleasure in some instances, pay something

near a fair proportionate share of the burdens of taxation, and it will be found that

in most of the cases the men who are filing their bills in court, and trying to

restrain the collection of personal property taxes, have no just cause for complaint,

and many of them are assessed too low. Yet some people wonder where the Board

of Review got their information. And I will say right here, that while the Board

of Review may have made some mistakes, and did, it did not make a single ap-

praisement except on positive information. The Board of Review got that informa-

tion with the understanding that its source would not be revealed and some of these

gentlemen who have filed their bills are smarting more to find out where that in-

formation came from, rather than on account of the amount of the assessment

levied against them.

[Very instructive and interesting are the special cases which Mr. West men-

tioned in the course of the discussion. He said :]

Dr. Von Hoist was reduced on the motion of the Board of Review. He made

a statement which was evidently a full, fair statement of his belongings, overly

fair ; he put in his property as compared with the property of his neighbors, and

the property of the other people of this town, at a very exaggerated price, on the

1 We omit the remarks which explaiii the new revenue law as a mere enforcement of the

old law. For the debate they are most pertinent, but in a general consideration of the principles

of taxation they have no special interest.
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presumption that the other people were going to make equally full and fair returns.

He came to the Board of Review and he complained that he thought other people

were going to make full returns, and he thought that the machinery would be such

that the Board of Review would get all the property that ought to be assessed.

As has been said by Judge Moran, we cannot get all the personal property that

ought to be assessed ; we do not pretend to. We expect to get more of it during

the coming year, but Professor Von Hoist, if he had been obliged to pay on all he

put in, would have been one of the heaviest personal property taxpayers in the

town of Hyde Park, a very rich town, and it was so manifestly unfair and inequit-

able that the board of its own motion reduced that assessment, and the board is

willing now, publicly, on the platform, or anywhere else, to admit these facts and

leave it to the people to say whether or not in the administration of their office they

are to hew strictly to the line and make a technical, narrow construction of the

law, which will work hardships, or whether they are to make an equitable and fair

assessment, distributing the burdens as equitably and fairly as they can.

I remember the case of a Rabbi in a Jewish church who put in $9,000 in mort-

gages ; he was about eighty years old, and he had a wife of about equal age.

These mortgages were producing, I believe, five per cent per annum, making him
an income of about $450 a year. He put it in. Later he came to me and said, '

' I

have put in $g,ooo, and the tax on that at 5 per cent will be just exactly one-fifth of

my income. I am eighty years of age; I cannot pay that tax." I said, "What
do you think you ought to pay ? " He said, " I can pay on one thousand dollars."

I said, "I will make a motion before the Board of Review to lower your assess-

ment to one thousand dollars." We did, and a little later the same man came to me
and said, "I don't see how I can afford to pay the tax on a thousand dollars. Here
are my expenses. I have had a misfortune in the family, and I am called on for

some additional expenditures. I don't see how I can pay anything." I said, "I
will make a motion that you be exempted from taxation," and he is exempted from

taxation. I would make that sort of a statement on the public platform.

I think of a widow who has a number of little children who have no property

whatever, who was left an insurance of about three thousand dollars, and she listed

every dollar of it. She lived in the town of West Chicago, and her taxes would

have been about forty dollars on that. She came to the Board of Review, appeared

before me and said that she could not afford to pay that amount of lax ; she had a

very large family of young children, I have forgotten the number. I said, "What
do you think you can pay?" She said, " I could pay on $500." I said, "I will

make a motion to make your assessment that amount," and we did make it that

amount.

Now, there are a few such cases. We handled over forty thousand of these

cases ; and I will say that every reduction that was made, where the amounts were

large, was justified by the facts and the law, and in the office of the Board of

Review now are the records which will show the cause for every one of them.

CONCENTRATE THE POWER OF TAXATION.

BY JUDGE AREA N. WATERMAN.

Taxes are not levied as a matter of justice, but of necessity. In taxation,

justice consists in an equal enforcement of the law, allowing neither property nor

business within its scope to escape or avoid in whole or in part ; the injustice is in

sudden impositions, which have a tendency to depreciate the value of either busi-

ness or property, and in the failure to fully collect the impost.
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All taxation is a burden, and should be shaped so as to cause as little annoyance

and friction as possible.

The load must be borne, but there is no reason why the government should re-

quire that it be carried at arm's length.

All experience shows that custom imposts, manufacturing and transportation

dues, license fees and stamp requirements, are much more easily collected, with

less expense and with far greater equality and fairness, than are direct taxes upon

any kind of personal property.

The city of Chicago realises each year over three millions of dollars from saloon

licenses, while upon all the furniture, fixtures, wines, liquors, and capital used in

the business it does not collect a hundred thousand.

There is but one objection to this tax. It is imposed in such a way that the

burden upon the saloon keeper is not increased by an unwise or dishonest disburse-

ment of the public moneys, nor is his tax lessened by a prudent, upright and eco-

nomical administration of municipal affairs.

The better method would be, the law providing that the total of direct taxes

should not exceed one and one-quarter per cent upon the assessed value of prop-

erty, the expectation being that the tax would range between three-quarters and

one and one-quarter per cent, that saloons should be each assessed at the sum of

fifty thousand dollars, the payment of the tax thereon being secured. The saloon

keeper would thus have a strong interest in an honest and prudent administration,

and we should to this extent call to the aid of economical government a force which

is now quite indifferent.

The carrying into effect of any rational scheme for taxation involves an aboli-

tion of most of our taxing agencies.

At present taxes are enforced by the State Legislature ; its power to tax is un-

limited. We are also taxed by the Board of County Commissioners, by the Drain-

age Board, by the boards of the respective towns in which we live, by the respec-

tive Park Boards, by the Common Council. In addition to this there is a school

tax over which the people have no control, also a public library tax beyond the

control of the people, and taxes to pay interest upon public indebtedness.

Upon real estate there is also taxation to an indefinite amount in the guise of

special assessment for supposed benefits, but which quite often have no relation to

benefits, while sometimes the so-called improvement, for the costs of which an as-

sessment is collected, proves to be a damage to much of the property assessed.

With our numerous bodies having power to levy taxes and our greater number

of boards authorised to spend public money, each clamoring for more, it is im-

possible that there be a wise and economical use of the proceeds of taxation.

There is no one responsible for the total burden upon the tax payer. Each

board strives to get all the money it can, to have used in its favor the uttermost

limit of taxation.

All boards having charge of public matters see a necessity for the expenditure

of a greater amourft than is given to them.

They are neither corrupt nor silly in so doing ; they are like the head of a

family living upon an income of one thousand dollars per annum ; he sees clearly

how he could use two thousand with profit to himself and children ; if he do not do

this, it is because the circumstances seem to him not to permit.

From the point of view of a board, the public always has the means and if it

were wise would give its substance to be expended for religious, educational, library,

health, sanitary, park, constructive or police purposes. No board of expenditure is
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satisfied with the means at its disposal. Each honestly feels, and there is no doubt,

it could well expend a much larger sum. If there were devoted to the use of these

boards, the entire net income of all real and personal property, they would yet see

ample opportunity for the wise expenditure of a larger amount.

Each enthusiast in a public work, and each board of control of a public busi-

ness, strives to place the amount which it may expend beyond the public control,

to have a tax fixed and levied for all times, so that the people may have nothing to

say about it.

The strife for liberty has turned more upon the attempt to maintain taxes long

before established than any other one thing. The revolution in England, as that

in France, was brought about by the determination of the people to uproot a system

of taxation established in years before.

To the people, through their representatives, there should annually, or semi-

annually, be an application for all moneys any public officer desires to expend and

for all taxation he asks to have levied.

The endowment of any official or board with the proceeds of a perpetual tax is

to place him or it beyond the control of the people.

The power of the many municipalities, now existing, to tax, should (so far as

Cook County is concerned) be concentrated in one body. It would then be re-

sponsible for the total tax and the total expenditure, and it could properly appor-

tion the public moneys to the different interests.

TAXATION OF REAL ESTATE.

BY JUDGE THOMAS A. MORAN.

We must have revenue. The government that we have ordained must re-

ceive support. The very institutions that are carried as a public burden must have

some revenue to support them. That revenue should be obtained upon a system

that would require from the person who pays the taxes to pay in just proportion to

the benefits that he receives from the government, or from the institutions that the

government supports. Now it seems to me that that is a fair proposition. It would

not be fair to say that you are to tax a man according to his ability to pay. That

is no fair measure of taxation, because if you tax a man according to his ability to

pay, you will have some citizen who is blessed with a large fortune, having it taken

from him in great measure, while he does not enjoy in the same measure the bene-

fits of the government or the profits of the institutions that are supported by the

government. I take it, then, that it would not be maintained that men are to be

taxed according to their ability to pay, but that the fair rule will be that men shall

be taxed according to the benefit that they receive from the government that the

taxes are paid to support.

Now, having established that proposition, the next one we ought to go to is

this : That a system of taxation ought to be predicated upon principles which

enable it to reach the property on which the tax is to be spread, with little difficulty

and with approximate fairness. That is to say, the only thing that there should be

a mistake in, the only thing by which the property should escape its fair share of

taxation, is because of a mere mistake in the judgment of the taxing officer. An
honest mistake, I say. Not from his partiality ; because if we go into partiality or

dishonest administration we at once destroy any system of taxation. You must

predicate it upon an honest administration of the taxing officer. But you never can

have a taxing officer who is not fallible. Infallibility you cannot expect from any
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class of men. Honesty we generally can expect, and I believe we very generally

get it in the administration of public affairs. Now I say that the property that is

to be subject to taxation ought to be a class of property that is most readily reached,

that can be seen of all men, and upon which the only danger of inequalities will

arise from the honest mistakes of the valuing officers. It seems that that proposi-

tion reduces the chances for wrong and partiality greatly. It ought to be, then,

only the property that can be seen and found. It ought to be visible property. If

it is invisible, if it can be hidden, if a man can put it in the tail pockets of his coat

and walk away with it, if he can lie about it and conceal it from the valuing officer,

you see it has dangerous defects. That leads to a proposition that you have prob-

ably already anticipated in your mind, that direct taxation with all its faults, if it

is to be made successful at all, must be levied upon visible property, and visible

property in the sense that it cannot be made invisible ; property that is located and

immovable
;
property that can be seen of all men—hence upon real estate.

We ought to have our attention directed, not to the mere administration of a

faulty system, but to the selection of a system that will be perfect, or as near per-

fect as we can get it.

Hamilton, as early as his writings in the Federalist, laid down the proposition

which denies the possibility of having a perfect system of direct taxation upon per-

sonal property. He says in different letters published in the Federalist, where he

discusses this question, that a fair direct tax upon personal property is impossible

for the reason that the subject of the tax is too nearly invisible. He does not mean

that if personal property is exposed to the view of everybody it cannot be so, but

he does mention that particular property of this kind of asset that it can be moved

and hidden, can disappear -and quite get away from the eye of the taxing officer.

Its invisibility, the inability to get at it, the fact that the taxing officer must in the

end depend upon information which he gets either from the oath of the owner of

the property or from some other source, leads you at once, you see, into the domain

of uncertainty, into the domain where everything is unsatisfactory, into the domain

where the tribunal, or the man who is called upon to put the value on the property,

after he has exercised his best judgment and reached the best results he can, doubts

and hesitates about the result himself. Now, we see this very difficulty has met

our Board. Did they have to seek for secret information about real estate ? Why,

no. A man cannot hide his lot. What did they get secret information about ?

Personal property ; nothing else. Let us look at the condition of things, every one

will understand what I say ; I make no reflection on the Board. I have no doubt,

and I publicly express it, I have confidence in the gentlemen of the Board, and I

feel perfectly sure that their endeavor is an honest one ; but what did they have to

do, according to the statement here before you to-night of the eminent and excellent

Chairman of that board ? They had to take secret information against citizens, and

promise that they would not disclose the source of it. Now, what do you say to a

system of taxation that turns you into a spy against me, and lets you go to an officer

who is exercising his judgment upon me, with secret information, in my absence,

that the officer is bound to deny that he gets from you, or bound not to disclose it

to me? Why, it seems to me that this very experience of ours, this very experience

that this Board has had, strikes a fatal blow at the theory of taxation of personal

property.

But, you say, what do you mean ? Do you mean to let property go without be-

ing taxed ? Do you mean to say that men who have millions in personal property

shall not pay a tax upon it ? Would you advocate letting the immense stock of
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goods of our fellow-citizen, Marshall Field, on the corner of State and Washington

streets, piled up in his great store, be held there and trafficked in by him, without

his paying a dollar of tax upon the property involved ?

If you put the proposition that way, you are thinking that the tax system would

be unfair that would let that property escape taxation and put a tax upon the lot

upon which these goods are stored. Well, gentlemen, I am radical enough to say

that in my opinion it is just and right that the personal property of a merchant

upon the lots, the stocks in the stores, in the storehouses in this city, should ab-

solutely escape direct taxation, and that the tax should be put upon the real estate

which the piling up of these stocks upon it makes valuable.

You say the real estate won't bear it. Why not ? What is it that makes this

valuable ? I may be correct or incorrect in assuming that the lot on which Marshall

Field's store stands is the most valuable piece of real estate in the city, or quite as

valuable as any other piece. Assuming that I am correct, will you tell me why it

is the most valuable ? Because it is nearer the center of that place in the city where

men most do congregate, and where the largest amounts of personal property are to

be found stored. That it is that gives it value. If you could move this center, if

you could set at defiance the laws that have contributed to make a commercial

center in Chicago, and could by force remove that center somewhere else, you

would remove the value of that real estate to the point at which you establish the

new center. Now, if that is the center, as property retreats from that it decreases

in value, and as property nears that point it increases in value.

What, then, should be our policy ?

To leave commercial property entirely without taxation, to invite it to our city

to be placed upon our real estate without laying upon the transactions of commerce

any burden of tax whatever, to tax the real estate.

Does the personal property owner escape an indirect tax ? No, he does not.

He cannot escape an indirect tax. He pays a tax through the real estate on which

he does his business. When you take this center of Marshall Field's lot as the

place where the business is, other great retail merchants seek to be in that vicinity.

A man who wants to share the business that centers around Marshall Field's, and

to catch some of it, pays a rent for the store. If some other merchant wants the

store he offers bigger rent for it. In other words, the fact that you have got a

center in which there are commercial transactions in personal property lends a

rental value to that property and the building upon it. The land owner who owns

the real estate and that building gets from the competition of men who want to

rent for the purpose of carrying on business upon it, an increased rent. The com-

petition regulates the rent. This real estate is all visible. It can all be valued.

My learned friend and his co-laborers on this board can go around on this property

within the loop and they can make a valuation of it which will be substantially fair

and impartial. They see it, they can ascertain its value. Not a foot of it can be

hidden from them : they do not have to search any man by an oath, and they do

not have to have any secret information. The open discussion before their board

by Mr. Field, if he is the owner, and other owners, will give them the information,

and a just result will be reached. I do not mean to say an infallible result, but a

just result.

The condition of such a proposition makes its fair solution almost necessary.

The real estate man, then, who is the owner, collects his tax from his tenant

through rents. The tax is fair upon the tenant because it is regulated by competi-

tion with other lots. If the particular lot is rented at too high a rate, the adjoining
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lot will be offered at a little less. The man who deals in personal property in this

way, indirectly, through his landlord, pays his tax. It comes out of the landlord

ultimately, but it comes through this value to which the tenant is a contributor,

and he is a fair contributor, and there is no secret information about it ; it comes as

regularly as the rent comes; it is upon a fair valuation. Justice is done, and in

my opinion this is the only method by which a system of direct taxation can be

made to approximate a just and successful system.

Now you will say I am traveling along the line of a single taxer. Well, maybe
I am. I am going at least part of the way. We ought not to be frightened, gentle-

men. We ought to travel along any line that is shown by our judgment of the facts

to be just. We never did hesitate to reach a logical conclusion that is forced by

facts. You know better than I do what the difference is between what I am say-

ing, and the single taxer. He says that it is the rental value of the land which

should be taxed, the building should not be taxed at all. In my opinion the build-

ing is to be taxed. It is part of the real estate, and it is the thing from which the

real estate is made valuable. A vacant lot never built upon brings no revenue, and

produces nothing, and therefore it is the building with the improvements that is to

be valued, and that it is which ought to be taxed.

SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS.

BY JUDGE AREA N. WATERMAN.

Of all forms of taxation now in use, special assessments for alleged benefits

are the most vicious.

Taxatioq, unless controlled by laws that operate equally upon persons and

property sought thereby to be reached, speedily becomes robbery under forms of

law.

Special assessments are imposed at the unregulated will of public officials and

the uncertain caprice of juries.

Those who must pay the cost have no voice in the letting of the contract or the

supervision of the work. They are not even favored with a statement of how their

money has been expended.

They are compelled to pay and to be content with whatever the public author-

ities see fit to have done therefor.

Practically, the average citizen does not and cannot know whether, as com-

pared with his neighbor, his property has been fairly, justly or honestly assessed,

or that the practice in one case is followed in another.

The system is a joy and delight to the public official who is called upon to do

public work, because neither constitution nor statute limit the exaction that can be

made, and practically there is no supervisory board or power to which report must

be made and by which work done and accounts rendered will be scrutinised.

Nothing but the most gross negligence or dishonesty will attract attention.

If the city desires to expend one hundred thousand dollars for a city hall, it is

confronted with the fact that its power to tax is limited, that there are many and

pressing demands upon its purse ; that if fifty thousand dollars be fraudulently or

improvidently used in building, it will have so much less to expend for some other

pressing necessity ; but if it squander fifty thousand dollars raised by special assess-

ment for paving, or permit contractors to slight the work so that it is of no value,

it has lost nothing. The property owners have lost their money and the city can

make another assessment.
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That the necessity for work done under such circumstances will be carefully

considered; the fact of and the amount, if any, of the alleged benefit justly as-

certained; the contract carefully let and rigidly supervised, so that the owner who
pays shall at least have the so-called improvement honestly done at the least

possible cost to him, is, in the nature of things, under such system, impossible.

The imposition of a special assessment for a supposed benefit compels the

owner to engage in a speculation which may not only be unwise, but one which he

often cannot afford.

He is told that the opening of a street or the creation of a park will specially

increase the value of his property; that therefore he and others thus benefited, and

not the general public, must pay for the improvement. His opinion and his re-

monstrance that the work will not only be of no benefit, but a damage to him, is of

no consequence.

The fact that he cannot obtain the money with which to pay the assessment

unless he mortgages his property is disregarded. The public decide that he must

somehow get the money and enter upon a speculation which it declares will improve

his property.

If he be correct in his forecast, and the work proves to be to him a damage in-

stead of a benefit, he has no remedy.

It is not likely that the irregular, uncontrolled and illimitable taxation by means
of special assessments can be done away with. Some, perhaps much, of the in-

justice, profligacy and waste so attendant upon the system would be eliminated if

in all instances the municipality paid one-fourth of the cost of the work. City and

town authorities would then not be free to order improvements that work might be

found for useful voters and places for handy politicians.

Contractors would not be given so free a rein, and the making of improve-

ments at the least cost consistent with good work would be thought to be a neces-

sity. The public authorities would have a real interest in securing honest service.

Assessments for such things as the opening of streets, creation of parks, erec-

tion of fountains, arches, statuary, etc., the special benefit of which to particular

property is a speculative question, should never be allowed ; assessments for pav-

ing, sidewalks, sewers, water pipe, lamp posts, grading, curbing, etc., should be

placed only upon the property abutting on the proposed work—the practice of

spreading the assessment around so as to reach property not abutting on the im-

provement, but in its vicinity, is fruitful of injustice and iniquity.

No law regulates the distance to which the spreading shall go nor requires

such action in each case. The opportunity for favoritism is thus complete. He
who has influence and he who understands devious ways can be favored, without

one chance in a hundred that the injured will ever know of it.

BOOK NOTICES.

Prof. Ernst Haeckel's Riddle of the Univei-se which created such a stir on its

appearance in Germany, and at once ran through many editions, has been well

translated by Joseph McCabe and published by Harper and Brothers, New York

and London. Professor Haeckel's views on " the conflict of science and religion
"

have been frequently discussed in The Open Court and The Monist, and our readers

are familiar with their main trend. They will find, however, in the present work,

an admirable and systematic resutne of Professor Haeckel's thought, in its genesis,

historical development, and final form. We have also to note in this connection a
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pamphlet published by Heinrich Schmidt, of Jena, entitled : A Struggle for
" The Riddle of the Universe" (Bonn : Emil Strauss). Mr. Schmidt's little book

is essentially a synopsis of the many controversies which Professor Haeckel's book

raised in Germany.

Among the sociological and economic works recently published by the Mac-
millan Company, may be mentioned : (i) Experimental Sociology, Descriptive

and Analytical, by Frances A. Kellor, graduate student of the University of Chi-

cago, which is " a study of the methods of investigation of delinquents and their

treatment, together with such suggestions for the prevention of criminology as have

resulted from it." (Price, $2.00) ; and (2) The Theory of Prosperity, by Simon
N. Patten, Ph. D., professor of political economy in the University of Philadelphia,

being an analytical study of the various economic and cultural aspects of incomes.

(Price, $1.25.)

The University of Chicago Press has issued a work which will claim attention

from many historical readers and students of politics. It is a new book on Russia,

by Maxime Kovalevsky, formerly professor of Public Law in the University of

Moscow, and now lecturer on Russian institutions in the University of Chicago.

Its title is : Russian Political Institutions, Their Growth and Developmentfrom
the Beginning of Rtissian History to the Presetit Tim,e. Professor Kovalevsky's

aim differs from that of Mackenzie Wallace's book, which has hitherto been the

standard work on Russia. His book is the story of the political evolution and in-

ternal development of the Russian nation, and treats of the making of Russia, its

complex ethnology and early political vicissitudes, the development of Muscovite

institutions, the reforms of Peter the Great and Catherine XL, the reforms of

Alexander II., etc (Crown 8vo, $1.50 net ; postpaid, $1.60.)

NOTES.
Before going to press. Judge Waterman added the following comment to his

taxation article : A man who owns one million dollars worth of Chicago city bonds

at three per cent, derives from them an income of $30,000 in round numbers, of

which he is requested in Chicago to pay between $12,000 and $13,000 taxes, leav-

ing him $17,000 about to live on. If the same man goes to England, he would

have to pay $1,500, leaving him in round figures a net income of $28,500.

Now the question arises, What do we expect a capitalist to do, stay in this

country or go to England? What should we do if we were capitalists? And can

it be our intention to drive capital out of the country ?

The aim of the Indian National Social Congress is to improve the social con-

ditions of India, and, as we learn from the Indian Mirror, that it has just held its

fifteenth meeting, it seems fairly to have passed the period of probation. The
leading members are prominent natives, who have come to recognise the import-

ance of introducing reforms that are forced upon them by their contact with Wes-

tern civilisation. And the Congress can look back upon its work with satisfaction,

for many evils, if they have not altogether disappeared, have yet been reduced.

The speakers, however, were fairly unanimous in recognising the necessity of a

wider spread of female education, and of bringing about a further decline of polyg-

amy. The great masses of Hindus still keep aloof, because they suspect the Con-

gress as being too much under foreign influence, but the leaders are anxious to

preserve the ancient Hindu civilisation as the foundation of India's future.
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fesseur de clinique medicale a I'Universite de Montpellier. i vol. in-8, avec gravures,

cartonne a I'anglaise 6 fr

.

BIBLIOTHEQUE GENERALE DES SCIENCES SOCIALES

L'HYGIENE SOCIALE, par A. Dudaux, membre de I'Institut directeur de I'lnstitute

Pasteur, i vol. in-8, cartonne a I'anglaise 6 fr.

VOLUMES PUBLIES
L' individualtsation de la peine, par R. Saleilles, professeur a la Faculte de droit de I'Universite de Paris.

L'idialisme social, par Eugene Fournifere, depute.

Ouvriers du temps passi (xve et xvie sifecles), par H. Hauser, professeur a I'Universite de Clermont-Ferrand.

Les transformations du pouvoir
,
par G. Tarde, professeur au College de France.

Morale sociale, Lepons professees au collfege libre des sciences sociales, par MM. G. Belot, Marcel Bernfes,

Brunschvigg, F. Buisson, Darlu, Dauriac, Delbet, Ch. Gide, M. Kovalevsky, Malapert, le R. P. Maumus,

de Roberty, G. Sorel, le Pasteur Wagner, Preface de M. Emile Boutroux, de I'Institut.

Les enquites, pratique et theorie, par P. du Maroussem.

Questions de morale, legons professees au Collfege libre des Sciences sociales, par MM. Belot, Bernfes, F.

Buisson, A. Croiset, Darlu, Delbos, Fourni^re, Malapert, Moch, Parodi, G. Sorel.

Le diveloppem.ent du catholicisme jocz'a/depuis I'encyclique Rerum novarum, par Max Turmann.

Le Socialisme sans doctrines. La Question ouvrifere et la Question agraire en Australie et en Nouvelle-

Zelande, par A. Metin, agrege de I'Universite, professeur a I'Ecole municipal Lavoisier.

Assistance sociale. Pauvres et mendiants, par Paul Strauss, senateur.

La mithode historigue appliquie aux sciences sociales, par Charles Seignobos, maitre de conferences k I'Uni-

versite de Paris.

L'enseignement moral dans I' University {"Ense'i^nexae-ai secondaire), conferences et discussions, sous le pre-

sidence de M. Croiset, doyen de la Faculte de I'Universite de Paris. (Ecole des Hautes-Etudes sociales,

1900-igoi.)

Chaqiie volume in-S' carre de joo pages environ, cartonne a Va^iglaise 6fr.



The History of the Devil
and

The Idea of Evil

THE HISTORY OF THE DEVIL and the Idea of Evil from the Earliest

Times to the Present Day. By Dr. Paul Carus. Printed in two colors

from large type on fine paper. Bound in cloth, illuminated with cover stamp from

Dor^. Five hundred 8vo pages, with 311 illustrations in black and tint. Price.

$6.00 (30s.).

Beginning with prehistoric Devil-worship and the adoration of demon gods

and monster divinities, the author surveys the beliefs of the Summero-Accadians,

the Persians, the Jews, the Brahmans, the Buddhists, the early Christians, and the

Teutonic nations. He then passes to the demonology of the Middle Ages, the Re-

formation, and modern times, discussing the Inquisition, witchcraft, and the history

of the Devil in verse and fable. The philosophical treatment of the subject is

comparatively brief, but the salient points are clearly indicated in every connexion.

" It is seldom that a more intensely absorbing study of this kind has besn made, and it can

be safely asserted that the subject has never before been so comprehensively treated. . , -

Neither public nor private libraries can afford to be without this book, for it is a well of informa-

tion upon a subject fascinating to both students and casual lea^Aars."—Chicago Israelits,

" As a remarkable and scholarly work, covering a subject not yet exhausted by the soisntist

and the philosophical historian, this book by Dr. Carus has a peculiar interest for the student,

while it has also features of popular interest."

—

Chicago Record.

" The pictorial illustrations of this subject from earliest Egyptian frescoes, from pagan idols,

irom old black-letter tomes, from quaint early Christian sculpture, down to the model pioturss of

Dot6 and Schneider, add greatly to the value of the book."~AfeiAociisi Magazine and Rei/iezv.

The Open Court Publishing Co.
324 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO

London: KEQAN PAUL, TRENCH TRDBNER & CO., Ltd.



REVUE DE SYNTHESE HISTORIQUE

DIRECTEUR: HENRI BERR

L-a revue comprend quatre parties : V Articles de fond (theo-

rie de I'histoire et psychologie historique) .

—

2° Revues gkn^rales

(inventaire du travail historique fait et a faire) .

—

VNotes^ Ques-

tions et Discussions (intermediaire entre les historiens, socio-

logues et philosophes) .

—

\° Bibliographie (analyses, revue des

revues et bulletin critique)

.

Utiles aux savants, les Revues GENERALES permettront a

tons les esprits curieux d'embrasser dans une seule publication

tout I'horizon bistorique. Histoire politique^ Histoire econo-

mique^ Histoire des Religions^ Histoire de la Philosophie et des

Sciences^ Histoire litteraire^ Histoire de VArt^ Anthropogeo-

graphie^ Anthropologies Sociologies y seront traitees pour les

diverses epoques et les divers pays, par les savants les plus

competents, Projesseurs du College de Fraftce^ de la Sorbonne

^

des Universitess etc. Leur ensemble constituera une admirable

encyclopedie bistorique toujours completee et tenue a jour.

La Revue de Synthese historique parait tons les deux mois,

depuis aout 1900. Elle a public deja des articles de MM. Bou-

trouXs de I'Institut, Bossert^ Durkheints Foncin^ Goblot^ P. La-

combe^ K. Lamprechts H. Lichtenberger ^ H. Rjckert^ Xenopol^

etc. ; des Revues generales de MM. G. Lanson (bistoire de

la litterature fran^aise) , M . Croiset (bistoire de la litterature

grecque) , E. Male (bistoire de I'art au m. age) , J. Combarieu^

Laloy (bistoire de la musique) , P. Tannery (bistoire des matbe-

matiques) , A. Lalande (bistoire de la pbysique ancienne) , Ed.

Chavamtes (bistoire de Cbine) , J. Kont (bistoire de Hongrie)

,

le compte-rendu des Congres bistoriques de 1900.

L'abonnement est de 15 francs pour la France et de 17

francs pour I'Etranger.—Le prix du numero est de 3 francs.

ADMINISTRATION ET REDACTION

A LA LIBRAIRIE CERF, PARIS
12s ^^^^ Saznte-Anne



Elementary Mathematics

A Brief HJstory of Mathematics. By the late Dr. Karl Fink, Tubingen, Germany.

Translated by Wooster Woodruff Beman, Professor of Mathematics in the University

of Michigan, and David Eugene Smith, Principal of the State Normal School at Brock-

port, N. Y. With biographical notes and full index. Pp. 345. Cloth, $1.50 net (5s.

6d. net).

Not a book of anecdotes, nor cne of biography ; but a clear and brief statement of

\\i& facts of mathematical history. An invaluable work for teachers of mathematics.

" Dr. Fink's work is the most systematic attempt yet made to present a compendious history of

mathematics."— The Outlook.

" This book is the best that has appeared in English, It should find a place in the library of every

teacher of mathematics."

—

T/te Inland Educator.

On the Study and Difficulties of Mathematics. By Augustus De Morgan. With

Portrait of De Morgan, Index, and Bibliographies of Modern Works on Algebra, the

Philosophy of Mathematics, Pangeometry, etc. Pp. viii, 288. Red Cloth, $1.25 (4s.

6.) net.

" The point of view is unusual ; we are confronted by a genius, who, like his kind, shows little heed

for customary conventions. The 'shaking up' which this little work will give to the young teacher,

the stimulus and implied criticism it can furnish to the more experienced, make its possession mos'

desirable. This 'Mathematical Series' must be held one of the most notable achievements of The

Open Court."—Michigan Aluntnus , April, '99.

Lectures on Elementary Mathematics. By Joseph Lotus Lagrange. With Portrait

of Lagrange, Notes, Biographical Sketch, Marginal Analyses, Index, etc. Red Cloth.

Pp. 172. Price, $r.oo (4s. 6d.) net.

" When the next book of this series is out, send it along. It is the most valuable series published

— William Bellis, Central Michigan Normal.

"Historical and methodological remarks abound, and are so woven together with the mathemati.

cal material proper, and the whole is so vivified by the clear and almost chatty style of the author as to

give the lectures a charm for the reader not often to be found in mathematical works."

—

Bulletin Amer^

ican Mathematical Society.

" Probably never equalled in the peculiar quality of leading the mind to see and enjoy the beauty

as well as the accuracy of the science."

—

Chicago Chronicle.

Mathematical Essays and Recreations. By Hermann Schubert, Professor of Mathe-

matics in the Johanneum, Hamburg, Germany. Pp. 149. Cuts, 37. Price, Red Cloth,

75c (3s.) net.

" Professor Schubert expounds with great lucidity, and the translator's work has been excellently

done."

—

Manchester Guardian,

" Professor Schubert's Essays make delightful reading. They deal, not with the dry side of mathe-

matics, but with the philosophical side of that science on the one hand and its romantic side on the

other. They are admirably lucid and simple and answer questions in which every intelligent man is

interested."

—

Chicago Evening Post.

Elementary Illustrations of the Differential and Integral Calculus. By Augustus

De Morgan. New reprint edition. With sub-headings and bibliography of English

and foreign works on the Calculus. Red Cloth. Price, $1.00 (4s. 6d.) net.

" It aims not at helping students to cram for examinations, but to give a scientific explanation of

the rationale of these branches of mathematics. Like all that De Morgan wrote, it is accurate, clear,

and philosophic."

—

Literary World.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 3.4Te^a^b°o?A st.

London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd.



SCHOPENHAUER RUSTS
The Open Court Publishing Co. has procured from Elisabet

Ney, the famous sculptress, the original model of her well-

known bust of Schopenhauer, made in 1859, a year before the

death of the great philosopher. (Photographs on application.)

Plaster Casts Made from the Original Model by Elisabet Ney.

A limited number of life-size plaster reproductions of this

model have been made and are offered for sale at $15.00

each. Transportation is extra, but the weight of the bust,

packed and ready for shipment, will not exceed fifty pounds.

eTHH open court publishing CO.

324 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

TO THE LAND OF
FRUITS AND FLOWERS

FLORIDA
Through Sleeper Every Night

VIA MONON ROUTE AND
C. H. & D. R'Y. Begin=

ning January 6, passing

through the beautiful moun-

tain region in the daytime

and arriving at St. Augustine

in the morning.

CITY TICKET OFFICE

232 Clark St., Chicago.

The Soul of Man

An Investigation and a

new Interpretation of the

Facts of modern Physio-

logical and Experimen-

tal Psychology. By Dr.

Paul Carus

Second, Revised Edition.

With an Appendix on

the latest researches in

Physiology. 182 Cuts

and Diagrams. Pages,

482. Price, Cloth, $1.50

. net (6s. net)

TheOpen Court Pub. Co.,Chicago



Histoire des Sciences mathematiques

et physiques

Par MAXIMILIEN MARIE,
REPETITEUR DE M^CANIQUE BT EXAMINATEUR D'aDMISSION A L'^CCLE POLYTECHNIQUE.

Douze volumes. Petit in-8, caracteres elzevirs, titre en

deux couleurs. 12 francs.

Tome I.—Premiere periode : De Thales a Aristarque.—Deuxieme p^-

riode : D'Aristarque a Hipparque.—Troisieme periode: UHipparque a Dio-

phante ; 1 883 6 fr.

Tome II.—Quatrieme p6riode : De Diophante a Copcrnic.—Cinquieme

periode : De Copernic a Victe ; 1883 6 fr.

Tome III.—Sixieme periode: De Viete a Kepler.—Septieme periode:

De Kepler a Descartes ; 1 883 6 fr.

Tome IV.—Huitieme j 6riode : De Descartes a Cavalieri.—Neuvieme

periode : De Cavalieri a Huygens ; 1884 6 fr.

Tome V.—Dixieme periode : De Huygens a Newton.—Onzieme periode :

De Newton a Euler ; 1 884 6 fr.

Tome VI.—Onzieme periode : De Newtofi a Euler [smie); 1885. 6 fr.

Tome VII.—Onzieme periode : De Newton a Euler {smie); i^d)^. 6 fr.

Tome VIII.—Onzieme pdriode : De Newton a Euler (^n).—Douzieme

p6riode : D'Euler a Lagrange ; 1886 6 fr.

Tome IX.—Douzieme periode: D' Euler a Lagrange (fin).—Treizieme

periode : De Lagrange a Laplace ; 1886 6 fr.

Tome X.—Treizieme periode: De Lagrange a Laplace (fin).—Quator-

zieme periode : De Laplace a Eourier ; 1887 6 fr.

Tome XI.—Quinzieme periode : De Eourier a Arago ; 1887 6 fr.

Tome XII. et dernier.—Seizieme periode: D'Arago a Abel et aux

Gdometres contemporains ; 1887 6 fr.

Librairie Qauthier=Villars et Fils

gUAI DES GRANDS-AUGUSTINS, 55.

PARIS, - - - FRANCE.



THE PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW
The regular numbers of The Psychological Review are issued bi-monthly

on the first days of January, March, May, July, September, and November,
and contain about 112 large octavo pages. The space is about equally di-

vided between research work and critical articles, and reviews and discus-

sion of psychological literature.

The Annual Subscription is $4.. 00 {i6s. 6d. ; Mk. 16.50 ; Fr. 21');

Single Numbers, 75 cents {js.; Mk. j; Fr. 3-73^.

As part of The Revieuu there is published annually

The Psychological Index,

a bibliography prepared by Prof. H. C. Warren, of Princeton University. It is sent with-

out charge to subscribers to The Revieiv, and may be purchased separately.

As part of The Reznezv there is also published a series of

Monograph Supplements,

consisting of longer researches or treatises which it is important to publish promptly and as

units. The Mo7iog7-afhs are as follows :

VOL. I. $4.00.

I. On Sensations from Pressure and Impact: Harold Griffing. Pp. ii+88. 75c.

11. Association: Mary Whiton Calkins. Pp. vii-l-56. 50 cents.

III. Mental Development of a Child : Kathleen Moore. Pp. iv-l-150. $1.25.

IV. A Study of Kant's Psychology: Edward Franklin Buchner. Pp. viii-f-208.

$1.50.

VOL. n. $4.00.

V. Problems in the Psychology of Reading : J. O. Quantz. Pp. iv + 51. 50 cents.

VI. The Fluctuation of Attention: John Perham Hvlan. Pp. ii-f-yS. 75 cents

VII. Mental Imagery : Wilfrid Lay. Pp. ii -\- 59. 50 cents.

VIII. Animal Intelligence : Edward L. Thorndike. Pp. ii-l-109. $1.00.

IX. The Emotion of Joy: George Van Ness Dearborn. Pp. ii + 70. 75 cents.

X. Conduct and the Weather: Edwin G. Dexter. Pp. viii + 105. $1.00.

VOL. III. $4.00. (To contain about 500 pages.)

XI. On Inhibition: B. B. Breese. Pp. iv+ 65. 75 cents.

XII. On After-images: Shepherd Ivory Franz. Pp. ix+6i. 75 cents.

XIII. The Accuracy of Voluntary Movement: R. S. Woodworth. Pp. iv+114. $1.00.

XIV. A Study of Lapses: H. Heath Bawden. Pp. iv-t-i22. $1.00.

Subscriptions, orders, and business communications may be sent direct to Professor H. C. Warren,
Business Manager, Princeton, New Jersey, U. S. A., or forwarded through the publishers or agent.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY,
41 N. Queen St., Lancaster, Pa. 66 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK.

Agent : G. E. STECHERT, London (2 Star Yard, Carey St., W. C);
Leipzig (Hospital St. 10); Paris (76 rue de Rennes).



MINDYEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS I /m/1 I [V
J
I % I SINGLE NUMBERS

$3 or 12 s. post-free I /T1I1^|# I Price, $1.00

(NEW SERIES)
A QUARTERLY REVIEW OF PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY

Edited by Q. F. STOUT.

With the co-operation of

PROF. H. SIDGWICK, PROF. E. CAIRD, DR. WARD (England), and PROF. E. B.

TITCHENER (U. S. A.)

Mind is the only periodical which represents the interests of Psychology and Philosophy

in England. Its general aim is to afford a vehicle for the expression of all that is most orig-

inal and valuable in current English thought, without distinction of School or Department of

Philosophical Inquiry.

Each number contains one hundred and forty-four pages. Of these nearly one hundred

are occupied by original articles. Under the head Discussions follow short papers on current

topics of controversy, suggested for the most part by articles or reviews which have pre-

viously appeared in Mind. In each number at least three books are selected to receive full

Critical Notice, by experts in the subject of which they treat ; while under the head New
Books is given a general account of the aim and contents of all recently published works of

any importance which come within the scope of the Reviezu. Between twenty and thirty

books receive notice in each issue. There also appears, under the head of Philosophical

Periodicals, a list of the titles and an indication of the contents of the articles in the leading

philosophical journals, English and Foreign, with a fuller notice of those which appear to be

of special importance. Notes on recent researches and current news conclude each number.

All literary communications from Europe should be addressed to G. F. Stout, University,

Aberdeen, Scotland. Unaccepted Manuscripts cannot be returned unless stamps are inclosed

for postage.

Correspondence from American readers relating to advertising and subscriptions should

be addressed to G. E. Stechert, 9 East Sixteenth Street, New York, all other communications

to Professor E. B. Titchener, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Among recent contributors to Mind may be mentioned: Professor Adamson, B. Bosan-

quet, F. H. Bradley, Professor Baldwin, Francis Gallon, Shadworth H. Hodgson, L. T.

Hobhouse, W. E. Johnson, Henry Rutgers Marshall, Dr. Colley March, Prof. J. S. Mac-

kenzie,
J. E. McTaggart, Rev. H. Rashdall, Dr. Rivers, Hon. B. A. W. Russell, F. C. S.

Schiller, Alfred Sidgwick, Prof. H. Sidgwick, Professor Sorley, A. F. Shand, Prof. W. G.

Smith, Prof. E. B. Titchener, Prof. James Ward, Dr. Wallaschek and Dr. Westermarck.

Published in Europe by

WILLIAMS AND NORQATE.
EDINBURGH

:

LONDON

:

OXFORD

:

20, South Frederick Street. 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. 7, Broad Street. •

Sole Agent in America: QUSTAV E. STECHERT,
9 East Sixteenth Street, New York.



ESSAYS ON NUMBER
I. CONTINUITY AND IRRATIONAL NUMBERS.

II. THE NATURE AND MEANING OF NUMBERS.

By Richard Dedekmd, Professor of Higher Mathematics in the Collegium Carolinum, Bruns-

wick, Germany. Authorised Translation by Wooster Woodruff Beman, Professor of

Mathematics in the University of Michigan. Pages, 115 Portrait of Dedekind. Red

Cloth, 75 cents. (Just published.)

CONTENTS

I. Continuity and Irrational Numbers: Properties of Rational Numbers; Comparison of the Rational

Numbers with the Points of a Straight Line ; Continuity of the Straight Line; Creation of Irrational Num-

bers; Continuity of the Domain of Real Numbers; Operations with Real Numbers; Infinitesimal Analysis.

II. The Nature and Meaning of Numbers: Systems of Elements; Transformation of a System
;
Simi-

larity of a Transformation. Similar Systems; Transformation of a System in Itself; The Finite and Infinite;

Simply Infinite Systems. Series of Natural Numbers; Greater and Less Numbers; Finite and Infinite Parts

of the Number-Series; Definition of a Transformation of the Number-Series by Induction
;
The Class of

Simply Infinite Systems; Addition of Numbers; Multiplication of Numbers; Involution of Numbers; Num-

ber of the Elements of a Finite System.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., CHICAGO
LONDON : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd

The
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Almanac
CONTAINS

A LIST OF NEARLY
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600 Pages. 1,000 Subjects.
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INTERESTING BOOK ON EGYFl
THE

BOOK OF THE DEAD
An Knglisli Translation of the Chapters,

Hymns, etc., of the Theban Recension, with

Introduction, Notes, etc. By B. A.WALLIS
BUDGB, M.A., Litt. D., D.Lit., Keeper of

the Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the

British Museum. With four hundred and

twenty vignettes, which do not appear in the

larger edition published in 1897. Three vols.

Crown 8vo. Price, $3.75 net. Just Published.

Tke Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago

Monon Building^ - - 324 Dearborn Street.

A UNIQUE MATHEMATICAL WORK

Geometric Exercises in Paper=Folding

By T. SUNDARA ROW. Edited and revised by W.
W. Beman and D. E. Smith. With many half-tone en-

gravings from photographs of actual exercises, and a

package of papers for folding. Pages, x, 148. Price,

cloth, $1.00 net (4s. 6d. net.).

'

' I have sought not only to aid the teaching of geometry in schools and

colleges, [but 'also to afiford mathematical recreation to young and

old, in an attractive and cheap form. 'Old boys' like myself may find

the book useful to revive their old lessons, and to have a peep into

modern developments which, although very interesting and instructive,

have been ignored by university teachers."—From the author's Preface.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 3./D"ifr^r^n st.

London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co.



Important New Publications

PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS
For Independent Instruction and Collateral Reading In Colleges and Universities

LEIBNITZ'S DISCOURSE ON METAPHYSICS, CORRESPONDENCE WITH
ARNAULD, and MONADOLOQY, With an historical and critical introduction by

Paul Janet, Member of the French Institute. Translated from the originals by Dr.

George R. Montgomery, Instructor in Philosophy in Yale University, New Haven.

Frontispiece : The Leibnitz monument near the Thomas-Kirche in Leipsic. Pages, xxi,

272. Price, paper, 35 cents net., postage etxra; in England and the U. P. U., 2s.
^

These three treatises of Leibnitz give a splendid survey of his philosophy in its genesis, its devel-

opment, and its final crystallised form. The Discourse on Metaphysics was written in 1686 when Leibnitz

was forty years of age, while the Monadology was composed and published just two years before his

death. The Discourse was never published during Leibnitz's lifetime, and appears now not in all edi-

tions of his works. The Correspondence with Arnauld, who was the Nestor and leading authority of

the philosophy of the day, is a discussion of the important and fundamental metaphysical questions

raised by Leibnitz in the Discourse. It shows Leibnitz's metaphysical thought in all the interesting

phases of its origin. The Monadology is the only one of these three treatises that has ever before been

translated into English.

KANT'S PROLEGOMENA TO ANY FUTURE METAPHYSICS. Edited in English

by Dr. Paul Carus. With an essay on Kant's philosophy, and selections for the study

of Kant from representative histories of philosophy, portraits of Kant and Garve, fac-

simile of the title-page of The Critique of Pure Reason and an autograph letter of

Kant's, and Paulsen's chronology of Kant's life and publications. Pages, vi, 301. Price,

paper, 50 cents, postage extra; in England and the U. P. U., 2s. 6d.

K&nt's Prolegomena, although a small book, has been characterised by Schopenhauer as the most

important of Kant's writings. It furnishes the student with a key to Kant's main work. The Critique of

Pure Reason, constituting a digest of all the salient ideas of his system. It is simple, fluent, and direct,

and the best introduction obtainable into Kant's philosophy. The book is a treasure-house of Kantiana,

and everything has been done to make it an indispensable aid to the student of Kant's philosophy.

A PRIMER OF LIBERAL RELIGION.

A NEW CATECHISM. By M. M. Mangasarian, Lecturer of Independent Religious

Society of Chicago. Published for the Independent Religious Society of Chicago by

The Open Court Pub. Co. Pages, 188. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This little book is an attempt to supplant the old catechisms, which in the opinion of the author

are antiquated and entirely out of accord with the science and knowledge of the time. Mr. Mangasarian

will express in this little work " the thoughts of men and women and children living to-day," and would

answer in the light of modern investigation the principal problems concerning the conduct and destiny

of man. The titles of the chapters of the little book are : Reason and Revelation—The Christian Reve-

lation—The Canon of the Bible—God—The Earth—Man—Jesus—The Teachings of Jesus—The Church
The Liberal Church—The Creeds—The Clergy—Prayer and Salvation—Death—Immortality—The Chief

End of Man.

The Open Court Publishing Co.
324 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO

London : KEOAN PAUL, TRENCH, TRUBNER & CO.


